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ABSTRACT 

Latin Morphosyntax Evolution from 200 BC to 1000 AD: Was Hrotsvitha 
Able to Imitate Terence Successfully? 

Lidk Qiccia 

Hrotsvitha von Gandersheim, a German nun who lived at the end of die tenth century, 

wrote six plays explicitly saying diat she was trying to imitate the style of the Roman 

playwright Terence who lived during the IInd century B.G 

Language evolved dramatically during die twelve centuries diat separate die lives of die 

two writers. In fact, a variety of descendant languages was sprouting up all over Europe as a 

consequence of die process of fragmentation of the modier tongue into die Romance 

languages that was already well on its way by 476 A.D. 

One of the biggest changes undergone by die language during this process is die 

restriction of word order which during the Latin era seems to have enjoyed a great degree of 

freedom but widi the time became more restricted in its possibilities. By the end of die 

VHr11 century, the declension system had collapsed into only two cases (Nominative and 

Accusative) doubtlessly playing a role in restricting die word order freedom. 

In this thesis, I concentrate on Hnotsvidia's Gdimxhus and on Terence's Andna to 

explore and compare dioroughly die word order of some elements of die sentence, mainly 

die possessive adjective-head noun relationship, die ut - verb relationship in subordinated 

clauses, and die patterns used with die infinitives. I take into account die structure of die 

Romance languages to underline die direction the language was taking and to draw my 

conclusions. To complete my study I focus on die general organization of plays, die 

colloquialisms and the adverbial expressions (which are much reduced in Hrotsvidia's 

Callimubus), as a sign of the restrictions that confronted the writers of Medieval Latin when 

they attempted to imitate the street language of Archaic and Classical times. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Hrotsvitha von Gandersheim -also spelled Roswidia, Hrotswkha, Hrosvitha, and 

Hrotsvit (among other forms) - was probably born between 930 and 940, and died about 

1002. She was an extensively trained and highly educated nun at the Monastery of 

Gandersheim who devoted her life to studying and writing. She was a very productive 

author; her output included poetry, biographies, history and plays. This thesis is intended to 

concentrate on Hrotsvitha in her role as a playwright since in the preface to the collection of 

her six surviving plays, she declares: 

% the strong voice of Gandersheim, haie not hesitated to irritate in my writings apcet ishose -monks 
are so wMy read, rny object bemgto^orfywthin the lir^ 
cf Christian lirgins in that self sane form cf composition lehiob has been used to describe shameless 
acts (flicentious women'" 

The poet she is referring to is Terence, the elegant literary craft mail who arrived in 
• - * » ' • ' " • 

Rome as a slave but soon after was granted freedom by his master, the senator Terentius 

Lucanus, due to Terence's refinement and wit. He wrote six plays inspired or translated from 

the plays of the Greek playwright Meanander, the first of which is the object of study in this 

work. It is entitled Andria. Terence was bom in Carthage at the end of the II century B.C 

and was lost at sea at die age of 302. 

There has been, and still diere is, a controversy concerning the question of whether, 

and to what extent, Hrotsvitha was able to successfully imitate Terence. Although there are 

authors that find some Terentian elements in her plays, most scholars find very little or 

1 Gollancz 1966: xxvi 
*' There is much controversy on the life of the poet: birth date, circumstances in which he arrived in Rome and also about his writing. 
However, it is not the aim of this thesis to focus on this subject. For more information on this subject see Barsby 2001:1-6. see also Shipp 
2002: 16-24 
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none3. However, the comparative studies undertaken until now concentrate in the content of 

the stories, the characters, the politics and spirituality, context and identities. A study that 

focuses on the comparison of the language used by the two authors, specifically on their 

morphosyntax, is yet to be done. This diesis is meant to start filling in the existing void in 

the linguistic area by systematically comparing certain aspects of the syntax of Terence's 

A ndria to that found in Hrotsvidia's Gdimxhus. 

Latin underwent dramatic changes from Terence's day, when people who spoke the 

language in the streets were mostly illiterate, to Hrotsvidia's times, when Latin had become 

the language of die elite -particularly the Christian religious elite. In die writing of Christian 

authors at this time there appears to be a willful effort to follow die rules of die De 

orthoga$na, a book written by Alcuin between 796 and 800. This book was meant to cope 

with aD die varieties of descendant languages diat were sprouting up all over Europe as a 

consequence of die process of fragmentation of the modier tongue into die Romance 

Languages. This process was well on its way by 476 AD.-die year of die Roman Empire 

Fall- dius, De orthographia helped die students who, by die VIirh century, where already 

studying Latin as a foreign language4. 

One of die biggest changes undergone by die language in its transformation and 

division into die Romance Languages is die restriction of word order (mentioned above) that 

formerly enjoyed a greater degree of freedom but became restricted in die ways now familiar 

to use in Romance. In my diesis I compare thoroughly die word order of some elements of 

die sentence, mainly the possessive adjective-noun relationship, die ut clause word order and 

•' For further information on this point see Tarr 2004: 55-60, and Talbot 2004: 147-158 both in Brown, McMiDin and Wilson 2004. See also 
Wilson 1987, Giovini 2003 on his discussion about all Hrotsvitha's plavs and especially 125-145 on Calimachus; Blom 1966; Haight 1965; 
and Pascal 1985. 

• Or. Alessio 2007 
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the patterns used with the infinitives, contrasting what we find in these two plays of Terence 

and Hrotsvitha, and always striving to take into account the structure of the Romance 

Languages in drawing ray conclusions. To complete my study, I focus on the general 

organization of the two plays, their length, the division into scenes, the colloquialisms and 

the use of conjunctions and adverbial expressions. In general, there is a reduction in number 

of die use of diese latter elements in Hrotsvitha's Calimuhus and, as a consequence, and in 

sharp contrast to what we find in Terence's Andria, die story unfolds unidimensionally, 

revealing the restrictions that die writers of Medieval Latin faced when trying to imitate die 

lively street language of Archaic and Classical times. However, there is an overaching 

question to how much Hrotsvitha's lack of success in imitating Terence is due to changes in 

the language and how much to her evident shortcomings as a playwright. We must be very 

careful when considering Hrotsvitha a medieval playwright since she is trying to imitate 

Early Latin. If we do consider her as a representative of 'the writers of Medieval Latin' we 

must also ask to what extent we should do so. These are questions which cannot be 

answered in the current work but could be dealt witli in future works. In this work I 

concentrate in the evidence present in the data and draw my conclusions based on my 

findings. 

1.1. Relationship between the Possessive Adjective and its Head Noun 

I compare the relationship between the possessive adjective and its head noun, 

which in the Romance languages normally involve having die possessive immediately 

followed by its head noun, as in (1), unless diere is an adjective that modifies the noun which 

then may intervene, as in (2). 

(1) a.It.Lamiafi$ia 
b. Port. MinhafiSoa 
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c. Sp. Mi hqa 
d.Fr. Ma file 
'My daughter" 

(2) a. It. La mia bdlafi^ia 
b. Port. Minha bonitafilba 
c. Sp. Mi bdla hija 
d.Fr. Ma bdkfile 
'My beautiful daughter' 

In Latin we can find a great range of possibilities: the possessive adjective and its 

head noun can constitute either continuous constituents, as in (3) or discontinuous ones, as 

in (4), of the possessive nominal phrase. These two types of construction can appear with 

the possessive adjective either pre-posed to the head noun, as in (3.1), or (4.1), or post-

posed, as in (3.2) or (4.2). Eidier the possessive adjective or the head noun can be placed in 

sentence final position, or of course, they may occupy some non-final place in the clause5. 

(3.1) Andr. 4.1.658 
Cha. Scia tu ocactu' tua voluntate es. 
Cha. I see. You were compelled of your own free will. 

(3.2) Andr. 5.5.969 
Pa. { Glycerium mea} {sua parentes} repperit 
Pa. My Glycerium has found her parents. 

(4.1) Andr. 2.2.347 
Cha. mea {quidem}6{ herdej {certe} {indubh} vitast 
Cha. By Hercules7! My life is at risk for sure. 

(4.2) Andr. 1.1.80 
Si. quitwntllamarmbantforte, itautfit, filium 
{perduxem} {ilhicsecum} {ut una esset) meutn. 
Si. It so happened that her lovers of the time, as young men do, took my son along 
to keep them company. 

For more on nominal phrase word order see Devine & Stephens 2006:314-376 and 563-575. 
6 Elements between these brackets {} indicate one constituent. 

Barsby 2001 omits the expression but 1 consider it important so 1 have translated h. 
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I study all possessive adjectives dividing them into three groups, the first group is 

MEUS and TUTJS; die second part is SUUS, and the last part is constituted by NOSTRI and 

VESTRI. In all cases, it is clearly stated diat Hrotsvitha's use of these syntactic patterns was 

much closer to the word order which we find in the modern Romance languages dian it is to 

the Archaic Latin of Terence's A ndria. 

1.2. Ut Clauses 

Ut is a subordinating conjunction diat both Terence and Hrotsvkha utilize in their 

texts. It can introduce a subordinated clause of purpose, comparison, doubt, consequence, 

reason, indirect command, wish or permission; it can also function as a temporal adverb. 

Both authors construct sentences with this conjunction and wkh the variety ut... ne for the 

negative construction. However, in the text of the more archaic playwright we find a variety 

in word order that is not present in Hrotsvkha. The conjunction stemming from ut did not 

survive in any modern Romance languages known to me, but all the conjunctions that fulfill 

these functions are in first position and always immediately followed by the subject and the 

verb; see for example, (5) or only the verb, when the sentence shows pro-drop, as in (6). 

(5) Fr. Nous awns tout fait pour qu 'il retoume a. la mason. 

(6) a. It. Habbiarmfatto tuttoperche ritomassi a casa. 
b. Port. Fizemos tudopara que wltassepara casa. 
c. Sp. Hkimx tocbpara que wluera/'id'ues^ a casa. 

'We did everthing for him to come back home.' 

Hrotsvitha constructs all her sentences in the modern Romance fashion, while in 

Terence we find ut clauses with ut in first position, but also in second or hidden first position 

g 
Spanish has two forms of the imperfect tense of the subjunctive mode. They are completely interchangeable. 
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as well as in other positions. We will also have occasion in the discussion below to look into 

the position of the verb in relation to ut. 

1.3. Division and Development of Scenes, and Vocabulary 

It is perhaps when we try to compare the everyday language of Hrotsvitha's 

Calimuhus with the use of such language in the presentation and the development of scenes 

in Terence's Andria that we find the most evident difference between the two authors. I 

choose the word 'evident' because we do not need to make a deep analysis of the language in 

order to see that the dialogue among characters in Calimuhus is very straight forward, and 

that they give us the idea of being in a vacuum. Rarely do we know where the characters are 

going. It is seldom made clear whether there are other people in the scene, or how much 

time goes by between one scene and the next one. Hrotsvitha makes her characters speak 

only what is necessary to permit the audience to follow the main story. There are no 

greetings or goodbyes, practically no references to what characters are going to do next, so it 

is very hard to imagine the setting of the scene by reading the play. 

On Terence's part, it is evident by the way he divides the scenes that what causes die 

change of scenes is the change of characters (their arrival or departure). By contrast, in 

Calimuhus we can see that this is not the case. The lengdi of die scenes is also very 

unbalanced: some scenes are incredibly short while another takes up half of the play. 

Another interesting aspect to consider is that there are no instances of characters 

overhearing others, interruptions or cue last words said by characters when they are going to 

be interrupted -because they are not. Neither do we find the expressions said by a character 

when another character is approaching, as we find so frequently in Terence's plays. The 

exclamations used for the expression of self pity or for threats are very different between our 
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two authors, too. There is also difference in the use and meaning for the same words 

between the authors. I develop these ideas in chapter 4. 

1.4. Closed Categories and Infinitives 

1.4.1. Closed Categories 

Due to the lack of creativity and the unidimensionality in Hrotsvitha's narrative, 

there is in general an absence of time and space references. Because of this limitation, her 

text feels like it is missing a great number of time and place markers and exclamations, 

interjections, indeclinable words, and many of the devices used in colloquial language. The 

consequence of this frugality of the language is probably one of the most important 

contributions to the dryness of her style. I discuss it briefly in 52.1. 

Not surprisingly, it is when we turn our attention to the use of prepositions that we 

find most of the coincidences between die two authors. Of course, as I explain below, the 

reason why die nun is, apparently, rather faidiful to her model is not because of her 

determination but because prepositions are probably the most stable particles in die language 

since Indo-European times. In fact, die difference in usage between Terence and Hrotsvitha 

are almost die same as between the former and die modem Romance languages. I go over 

die two plays and present a statistical analysis which compares die data from bodi texts. 

1.4.2. Infinitives 

In the modem Romance languages the use of infinitive is mostly reduced to four 

patterns: it can be part of a verbal phrase preceded by a verb that defines the subject on 

which it depends, or by both the subject and verb, as in (7); it can be preceded by a 

preposition within a verbal phrase, in which case the preceding verb, with or without subject, 
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defines its dependency, as in (8); it can also be used as die subject of die sentence, as in (9); 

moreover, it can be found as die verb of a subject widiin a direct object too, as in (10). 

However, in Terence we find 15 different patterns and some odier constructions where die 

definition of die subject of die infinitive is not so straight forward, or where the subject is 

omitted as in (11). Shipp9, in his commentary of Terence's Andria points out die fact diat 

"(die) omissions of the subject are typical examples of the economy of spoken language." 

(7) (S) + p O ) + V + Inf. + (Complement) 
a. It. (Ltd/Ld) a hafatto sofrire rrdta 
b. Sp. (Ella/El) nos ha hechosufrir nucha 
c.Poit. (Elbi/Elba) mdtorwsfez softer. 
d. Fr. (ll/Elknous a fait beaucoup souffrir. 

'He/she made us suffer a lot?10. 

(8) (S) + V + Prep. + Inf. + (Complement) 
a. It. (Io) Ho cEnwtiaao c&pariare an Maria. 
b. Sp.(Yo) Me ohidede hablar con Maria. 
c. Fr.J'ai aMiedeparler awe Marie. 
d. Port. (Eu) Esqued-rrE defalar ccmMaria. 

CI forgot to talk to Maria.' 

(9) Inf. as S of die sentence + V + Complement. 
a. It. Fumarefa male a la salute 
b. Sp. Fumares mdopara la salud 
c. Fr. Fumerfaitmda la same. 
d. Port. Fumaremuipara a saude. 

'Smoking is harmful to your heakh.' 

(10)(S)+DO+V+Inf. 
a. It. (Io) L 'hovstopiangere. 
b. Sp. (Yo) Lohe vsto llorar. 
c. Fr. Jel'aiupleurer. 
d. Port. Eu o u chorar. 

'I have seen him cry.' 

9 2002:120 
,c Please, notice the difference in order of the adverb miito in Portuguese and heaumup in French. They are a residue of the much freer Latin 
word order. In Spanish and Italian it is possible to place the word as the first constituent like in Portuguese. 
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(11)Andr. 2.4.450. 
DA. cat mriumpamfacere sumption. 
DA. He says you'r being too tight-fisted. 

In the sentence above it is possible to determine the subject, and subsequently make 

the translation because of the context but die subject is omitted. There are many cases of 

this type in Terence's Andria where the reference to die verb is outside die sentence, and 

odiers where it is difficult to define its referent. This contrasts sharply widi Hrotsvidia's 

constructions where the infinitive is always very easily connected to its referent be it a verb 

or a subject. 

Finally, also in Chapter 5,1 compare die use of infinitives by die two audiors and 

draw my conclusions, taking into consideration, as always, die relevant information regarding 

die modern Romance languages that I have mentioned above. 

Chapter 6 is devoted to some observations on work diat still should be done in die 

future and to die suggestion on studies to be undertaken in the future based on my findings. 

My suggestions are based on the evidence of die data and die conclusions drawn. 

This diesis is intended as an examination of certain aspects of die diachronic 

morphosyntactic evolution of die Latin language through die centuries, particularly widi 

respect to die oral language. By comparing die die texts of our two authors it will be shown 

diat by the X* century die new syntax had influenced Hrotsvidia's writing so much that even 

consciously trying to imitate die archaic style of her model she was caught in die modern 

patterns of construction. 

The diesis concludes widi die bibliography used to build it up. 
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CHAPTER 2 - Possessive Adjectives 

2.1. Introduction 

One of the many changes arising in the course of the evolution of Latin 

morphosyntax concerns the relationship between possessive adjectives and the nouns they 

modify. It is a fact that Archaic, Early and Classical Latin word order was relatively free and 

that with the collapse of the declension system much of this freedom disappeared. This 

collapse, together with the increase of use of prepositional constructions11, reduced to two 

(from the classical language's five) the case endings by die eighth century12. As regards the 

possessive adjective-noun relationship, we can say that in most Romance languages both 

elements are to be found next to each other, the possessive adjective always before its head 

noun. As an exception to this evolution, in Italian we find vocative expressions such as 'Fi$io 

rrid\ My son!; 'Dio rrid': My God!; 'Mamrrn rria!': My modier!; and in the accusative 'a casa 

rria' meaning 'at home', French 'dxz rm,^. In Spanish, die expressions in the vocative exist 

but the construction takes die possessive pronoun instead of the adjective: c)Madre rria!': 

Modier (of) mine!; 'jHijo rrid\ Son (of) mine!; '/Dies rriol: God (of) mine!.. 

In this chapter I compare die use of ME US and TUUS in Terence's A ndna and in 

Hrotsvitha's Calimuhus. I also compare die constructions to the Modem Romance languages 

in an attempt at finding how far (or near) Hrotsvitha was from both earlier and later ways of 

writing 'Latin'. We know that by the time she was trying to imitate Terence, most of the 

Romance languages had reached the morphosyntax they have today. We would also like to 

see how much influence the Modern Latin languages had on her language, if any. It is true, 

11 We cannot say at present which one of the rwo processes contributed to the development of the other. For more details on the subject 
see. Palmer. 1954; Rosen:1999 

12 According to Palmer (1954:160-6) the reduction of the case system was largely due to faltered phonology, which lead to, among other 
things, to confusion of case ending vowels (interchange of u and oand i and f) and failure to pronounce final consonants- mainly-mand -_<) 
'-' Also 'a casa sua' 'a casa loro', meaning 'at his/her home', 'at their home' and in French 'chez toi', 'chez soi', meaning 'at your home' and 
'at her/his home'. 
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her mother tongue was German, but it is also true that the spoken language of the religious 

institutions of the time, and until many centuries later, was Latin, the language spoken an 

written in Rome, which was of course itself very heavily influenced by die early Italian of the 

time. 

2.2. Methodology 

I concentrate on first and second persons singular from Section 2.3 to 2.4; I dedicate 

Sections 2.5 to 2.8 to possessive adjectives for the diird persons singular and plural, and I go 

over die analysis of first and second persons plural from Section 2.9 to 2.12.1 have chosen 

to divide up die discussion in diis way to check whedier die patterns vary or not according 

to die persons to which diey refer. 

If we assume diat word order was free, we should be able to find die possessive 

adjective and the noun it modifies bodi next to one anodier in die sentence, and separated 

from one anodier by other words- diat is; possessive phrases should have both continuous 

and discontinuous elements. We should be able to find bodi of tiiese two types of 

construction widi, additionally, die possessive adjective bodi pre-posed and post-posed to 

die noun it modifies. In addition, we should find bodi die possessive adjective and the 

modified noun in sentence final and in non final positions in die sentence. Finally, the last 

variable I analyze is whether these constructions have que 'and' attached to either element. 

The chart in the next page illustrates the possible sequences separated according to 

the variables I have just mentioned:14 

1JI ah\avs use MEUS to make reading easier but this form implies all the cases of MEUS and TUUS. 
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CONTINUOUS CONSTITUENTS ] DISCONTINUOS CONSTITUENTS 

Patterns without que 
PRE-POSED 

1. (...)MEUSN## S-final 
2. (.. .)MEUS N... M § Not S-final 

3. 
4. 

(...)MEUS N## S-final 
(...)MEUS...N...## NotS-fbal 

POST-POSED 
5. (...)NMEUS## S-final 
6. (...)N MEUS...M # Not S-final 

7. 
8. 

(...)N .MEUS## S-final 
(...)N..MEUS... ## Not S-final 

Patterns with que 
PRE-POSED 

9. (.. .)MEUS =que N # # S-final 
10. (...)MEUS=que N...M# Not S-final 

13. 
14. 

(...)Meus=que...N## S-final 
(.. .)Meus =que... N... # # Not S- final 

POST-POSED 
11. (...)N=que MEUS ## S-final 
12. (.. .)N=que MEUS... M # Not S-final 

15. 
16. 

(...) N=que.. -Meus# # S-final 
(...) N=que.. .Meus.. .# # Not S-fbal 

In order to make an accurate comparison between the two writers, I not only analyze 

the structures listed above, but I also consider the grammatical case in which these pairs 

appear. I analyze the surroundings where they are found as well as the words that separate 

possessive from noun and vice versa. I consider the words in between the discontinuous 

constituents by category and quantity as well. I consider any major break in sense or clause 

structure, such as an editor might indicate with a colon or semicolon, as being the equivalent 

of the end of the sentence. I use Barsby's translations for the sentences from Andria. I 

translate the sentences from Berschin's edition of Gdvmchus. I will limit the exemplification 

to one sentence per author for each pattern. 

2.3. MEUS-TUUS: The Cases 

2.3.1. Nominative Case 

The chart in the next page illustrates the frequency of the above predicted patterns in 

the nominal case found in both authors' plays: 
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Pattern 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 

Terence 
1 
4 
0 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 

Hrotsvitha 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 

Pattern 1 {(...)MEUS N ##} is present only once in Terence and twice in Hrotsvitha but 

the general environments show no especially close structural similarity: 

Terence 
l .N+Pl## 

Hrotsvitha 
2.V+P1## 
3.P1## 

l.Andr. 4.1.649-51 

Pa. (...) ahl nescis qwrtk in mdis wrser miser 
quantasque hie suis oonsilUs rribi canflaik solIidtmBnes 
meu'carnufex. 
Pa. (...) Ah! You don't realize the torments of misery diat Pm suffering and the 
agonies that this despicable slave of mine has contrived for me by his schemes. 

l.Gdu 6.126 

Calimuhus- Paw nisirmadimet tua indmtria • 
Cali. I die if you don't help me through your efforts. 

3. Cdi 3.1.9 

Drusiamr Me a pukhritudo? 
Dm. My beauty? 

It is interesting, though, to see that the exchange before the above one, Hrotsvitha 

constructs an, apparently, identical phrase but instead of using the possessive adjective she 

uses the genitive pronoun. 
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Call 3.1.8 

Dmsiana- Tut pdchriuukr 
Dm. Your beauty. 

Notice that Hrotsvitha could have written Tua ptddrritudo, however, she constructs 

the phrase in a non-agreeing (in case) fashion. This is common practice in Cdirmchus as we 

will see. 

Pattern 2 {(...)MEUS N... .##} There is a significant fact to consider regarding 

this pattern: it is very productive in Terence. In fact, it is the most productive of all patterns 

in the nominative case; he constructs five sentences out of eleven in this way. Nontheless, 

there is not a single example of this pattern to be found in Hrotsvitha. As die chart below 

shows, the environments are varied. 

Terence 
1. ##P2+Pron. 
2. PerfPart+P2+V 
3. Pron.+P2+V 
4. Sb.C6nj.+P2+N 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1. Avdr. 22.353-4 

Da. tuo 'pater rmdo rmprehencb: cat ubi ux.orem.3an 
Hodie; itemalia mdta quae nuncnax est narrand loots. 
Da. your father stopped me just now. He says that today he will give you a wife, as 
well as many other things that are not to be told now and here. 

It is curious to see that the one pattern that would become the universal pattern in 

the modem Romance languages was totally avoided by Hrotsvitha when using it as a subject. 

Why did she not use it? Was its use already as widespread during her time that she avoided 

using it so as to make her style look older? Was she well aware of what she was doing? If we 

look at her next sentence we will be more bewildered than before as she builds a structure I 

14 
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have never come across mAndria: she keeps the same Pattern 2 but instead of constructing 

with a possessive adjective she uses a genitive pronoun which, as in die tidpidchrito example 

mentioned above, does not coincide in case with die noun it modifies. 

Call 9.1621 

Andrawhus. (..).(^auckretcreckre?quisw uthunc- quemcnrrinosis 
interttumiitas nors imemt • et imaitumabstulit • tui miseratio adiitamexatare • adimiam 

Andro. (...) Who would have believed, who would have presumed to hope diat a 
man who intended (such) reproachful vices would raise from deadi and through your 
mercy would come up to life having the dignity of making amends? 

This sentence is not classified into the charts as it does not meet with the 

characteristics listed above (since it does not contain a case form of TUTJS, tui itself being a 

case form of TV instead). There are odier instances of this construction in her work and I 

analyze diem taking into account die case of die modified noun. 

Terence uses pattern 4 {(...) N ME US... ##} twice and we find it once in 

Hrotsvidia widiout coincidence in environment. 

Terence 
l.##P2+NPhr. 
2.Pron+P4+V 

Hrotsvitha 
3.##P4+Prep.Phr 

X.Andr. 5.6.969 

Pa. Glycerium mea sua parentis rzpperit-
Pa. My Glycerium has found her parents. 

3. Call 3.1.21 

Calimuhus • Sermo meus adteDrusia}n,praeoon£alis arwr 
Cali. My speech (goes) to you Drusiana, love of my heart. 
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Pattern 6 {(...) MEUS N. . .##} , as pattern 4 above, is used by both authors 

without coincidence in environment. 

Terence 
## MEA+four constituents+N+V 

Hrotsvitha 
Sb.Gonj.+MEA+ {Prep. Phr.} +N+Adv. 

Andr. 2.2.347 

Pa. Mea {quidem}n{herde) {certej {indubio) litast 
Pa. By Hercules, my life is in fact moving two ways. 

Call 3.1.22 

GdimKhus- Adhucnonrepperioocasionemirascendi' qimquidmeainteagttdilectio' forte 
erubsas fated-
Cali. Until now I have not found a reason to get angry, since you may blush up to 
confess what my passion causes you. 

Terence uses pattern 7 {(...)N...MEUS # #} twice in Andria but instances of the 

same pattern are not to be found in Hrotsvitha's Cdimuhus. 

Terence 
l.Adj.+ N+V.Phr.+TUA 
2.Pron.+ N + V + M E A 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

l.Andr. 2.1.306 

By Abf quanta satiust te id dare cperam qui istum amarem ex armrv armveas[tucjl, quarn id 
hqtd quo mige lubido frustra incendatur tua! 
By. Oh! How much to set about banishing that from your heart than to say things 
which only inflame your desire to no purpose! 

Possibly Hrotsvitha avoided the construction because the spoken Latin of her time 

had been influenced by developments which were similar to those which appear, from the 

15 Elements between these brackets {} indic&e one constituent. 
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data of the modern Romance languages, to have been taking place during the development 

of those languages. See for instance the two next examples: 

It.'.. .rrzntreil tuo desiderio bmcda in vmd 
Sp.'... rrientras tu anhelo sequentialurnd 

'.. .while your longing bums in deception' 

The two of them are grammatical. However, it would be ungrammatical to say: 

It. *'.. .rvertreil desiderio bmcda in umo tuo' 
Sp. *'... rrientras anhelo se querru en en mm tu' 

*'.. .while longing bums in deception your' 

Neither of our authors uses patterns 3, 5, 9,10, 11,12,13, 14,15, or 16 in the plays 

we are studying. There is, however, an additional construction in Terence that is not 

repeated by Hrotsvitha: the possessive adjective without its head noun. 

Andr. 5.4.933 

Cha. GertemeasL 
Cha. She must be mine. 

Of course, if we look at the line above we know that mea is referring to filiam since 

Chremes is answering to Crito who just said 'jratri'filiarri. Although Hrotsvitha could have 

repeated this pattern, she never does in Calimufats. This is a point to remember since in the 

Romance languages there is exactly the same rule: a possessive must be a pronoun in order 

to stand by itself; never an adjective. In French: 'c'est ma file': 'It is my daughter" but 

'Gertamenmt c'est la rrierme': 'Certainly it's mine'; never * "Certainerrvnt c'est rm': * 'Certainly it's 

my\ Likewise, in Spanish 'es ni hija': 'It is my daughter' but 'Gertarmitees (la) ma: 'Certainly 

it's mine' but not * 'Gertanvnte es ni': 'Certainly it's my\ The only difference is found in 

Italian where there is no distinction: 'e rriafi$ia\ 'It is my daughter' and Xirtarmite e via': 
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'Certainly it's mine', the reason being that in Italian the distinction between possessive 

adjectives and possessive pronouns can only be made through syntactic analysis. 

As we can see by the exposition above Hrotsvitha coincides in the use of some of 

the patterns with Terence, although die grammar surroundings are not the same in any of 

the cases. However, she never used pattern 2, die standard pattern of modern languages, nor 

does she use pattern 7. Both patterns are the most used by Terence. 

2.3.2. Accusative Case 

The following chart illustrates die frequency of the various structural patterns I 

introduce in Section 2.2, now for accusative case noun phrases, in botli authors. In it we can 

see diat the two patterns Hrotsvitha makes use of are me two most frequent patterns used 

by Terence. 

Pattern 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 

Terence 
1 
6 
0 
7 
0 
3 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
21 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
2 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 

Pattern 1 {(...) ME US N # # } There is only one example of this.pattem and it is 

found in Terence's A ndna. 

Terence 
Perf.Part.+Pl 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
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Andr. 4.2.684-5 

My. iamiibi ubi erit, imEntumtitiafraboetnmmadduclum 
tuom Pamphilum: rwdo tu, amrre rri, ndi te rmcerare. 
My. Wherever he is, I'll make sure I find your Pamphilus for you and bring him back 
with me. Just don't torment yourself, my darling. 

Pattern 2 {(...) MEUS N. . . ##} in the accusative is to be found seven times in 

Terence's play but only twice in Hrotsvidia's. None of the environments where Terence 

includes his is reproduced in Hrotsvidia text. She only uses one environment for the two 

sentences. 

Terence 
1. Prep.+P2+Prep. 
2. Sb.Gonj.+P2+Prep. 
3. ##P2+N 
4. Sb.Gonj.+P2+PerfPart. 
5. Inter+P2+Pro 

Hrotsvitha 
6. V+P2+V (2 times) 

2. Andr. 4.1.646 

Cha Hen rm nisentmqid tuom animum ex ammospectaii rrsd 
Cha What a fool I was to judge your character by my own! 

6. Call 2.1.4 

Gdimuhus- Outinamwltdssetis meant passionem ccnpatiendo nB^mipartiri-
Call. I wish that you would share my pain by suffering widi me. 

The most peculiar fact I have come across in this case is that even though Hrotsvitha 

does not produce many sentences with this pattern she does something similar. However, 

instead of using possessive adjective with her accusative noun she uses the nominal adjective 

(genitive pronoun), possibly (?) to shape her phrase as close as possible to Terence's 

construction. 
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If we take an impressionistic first look at the following sentences, we will be tempted 

to classify them with this pattern but as soon as we take a closer look we can see that this is 

not the case. 

Call 2.125 

Calimuhus • Indenoncurv siipsamadmeiamorem attraherepotem 
Cali. I don't care if I can attract her to my love. 

Call 23.15 

Calimuhus- Qaa rrihi zestri atailiumsubtrahitis- ispamadtbo- ausqueanmv met 
amorem Handmentispersuadebo-
Cali. Since you refuse to help me, I will go to her in person and I will persuade her 
of my love with my charms and feelings. 

Cali 8.1.3 

A ndnmhus- Hoc deoet tui s anctitatem • ut non ddkisotris in te confidentem 
Andro. It is proper to your holiness not to forget those who trust you. 

Cali 9.16.15 

Ioharmes- O Christe mtndi mknptkr etpemtonmipmpiaatkr qmlibus laudumpraeccmis te 
talem&lebrmiignomr expawo tui benignant clementiam.' et denvntmipaaentiam qui 
pecamtes nuncpaterno mare- tderando Harx&ris, nunc iusta sewitate atstigmb adpoemtentiam 
cogs-
John. Oh Christ! Redemption of the world and buyer of our sins, I don't know 
which praise I must sing to celebrate you. I fear your good merci and your merciful 
patience; one moment you protect the sinners and another you condemn them to a 
punishement of fair severity. 

I consider the phrase 'tui bemgnm derwrttiarri as being like pattern 2, except for the 

use of die genitive of the pronoun, since tJie adjective does not discontinue the idea but is 

just qualifying the noun making, consequently, a nominal phrase. 

ITiere is not a single construction as these above to be found in Terence's Andna. A 

useful question to investigate in this area would be just what her conception was of the 

difference between possessive adjectives and pronouns, and why she uses them in the way 

she does. 
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Pattern 4 {(...) N ME US . . . # # } in the accusative case is used by Hrotsvitha five 

times, which is a similar frequency to that seen in Terence's Andria when we observe that in 

his text, which is 64% longer than Hrotsvitha's Gdimuhus, Terence uses it eight times. 

However, none of the environments offered by Hrotsvitha for this pattern is the same as 

those of Terence. Nevertheless, if we look at die patterns closely, we could say diat this fact 

shows die firm determination of die nun to imitate his model: diere are three examples of 

pattern 4 preceded by a coordinating conjunction in Terence and there are two 

subordinating conjunctions followed by pattern 4 in Hrotsvitha. They are all followed by a 

preposition. Moreover, diere are three examples of pattern 4 preceded by a verb in Terence 

and diere is one in Hrotsvidia. 

Compare: 

Terence 
1. CG»j.+P4+Pnp.Pbr. 
2. Adv.+P4+V 
3. Adj.+P4+CConj. 
4. GConj.+P4+Sb.Cbnj. 
5. CConj.44P+V 
6. V+4P+Sb.Conj. 
7. V+P4+N.Phr 

Hrotsvita 
8. Sb.Cbq.+4P+ Prep.Pbr. 
9. ##P4+Adj. 
10. SkCarj.+P4+P7*p.Phr. 
11. V+P4+Adj.Phr. 
12. N+P4+NegPart. 

As we can see, sequence 1 is similar to, diough not identical widi, sequence 8 and 10; 

die same happens with sequences 7 and 11. 

7. Andr. 4.1.655 

Pa. imrv etiam, quo turrinu'sets aerumnas me as, 
haecrn^iaerKnadparabaraurmbi 
necpostulaka nwxquisquamuxoremdare. 
Pa. On die contrary. You have no idea about my problems. This marriage was not 
taking place; nobody was asking me to take a wife. 

8. Call 8.1.10 

Darrirms- PropterDmumeemsqw qm iuzta sepidcnmdlius iaoet- r&usdtationemappcmd-
quia nomen meum in his debet gloria-ri
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God I came in sight to resuckate Drusiana and the one who lies next to her grave, 
because my name must be glorified in them. 

Pattern 6 {(...)MEUS ...N... ##}, which Terence uses two times in the same 

number of different environments, is not present in Hrotsvitha. This is an important feature 

to be considered when comparing the two authors, since, as we will see, it is in the split 

patterns where Hrotsvidia has the least productivity. 

Terence 
1. Adv .+TUUM+V+N 
2. Sb.Cbnj. + TUUM + ut clause + N 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

ZAndr. 2.3376-9 

Da. si idsusozrseat nunc quia rwn ckt tibi uxorem Chrmes, 
ipsu'sibi esse imuriu' lickatur, neque id imuria, 
priu'quamtuom (ut {sese} habeat} animum admptias perspexerit: 
Da.If he flew into a rage now at Chremes' refusal to give you his daughter, before 
having established your attitude towards the wedding, he would feel that he was 
putting himself in the wrong, and righdy so. 

Terence uses pattern 7{(...)N... MEUS## } twice. The first construction listed is 

not very unusual for him since he readily places elements from a single constituent far from 

each other in the sentence. However, I have never come across such a great separation in 

any of the constructions of Hrotsvitha. 

Terence 
L V + N + V.phr + ut clause + MEUM 
2. ## +N+V.phr + MEUM 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

l.Andr. 1.1.80-1 

Si quitumiUamarmbuntforte, itautfit, filium 
{perduxere} {Mucseacm,} {ut una essa,} me urn. 
Si. It so happened that her lovers of the time, as young men do, took my son along 
to keep them company. 
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Pattern 8 {(...)N.... MEUS...##} is found two times in Terence; both times in 

different a environment. As widi die last example involving 'discontinuous constituency5, 

this pattern is also absent in Hrotsvidia. 

Terence 
1. ##N+pron+TUAM+V 
2. Adv.. + N + V + TUUM + 

Sb.Conj.. 

Hrotsvidia 
0 

l.Ardr. 2.1324 

By. sponsam {hie} tuam amti. 
By.-He's in love widi die woman who's engaged to you. 

Neither Terence nor Hrotsvidia use patterns 1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, or 16. 

From diese results it is easy to conclude diat Hrotsvidia must have looked closely to die way 

Terence wrote and tried to imitate die best she could. However, we must also recognize that 

in her time die tools she had to study were not very developed, and so, while she may have 

come to conclusions widi die elements she had, diose conclusions were not necessarily very 

accurate. She repeated as much as she could die most frequent patterns in Terence and 

avoided die ones she did not find in his texts. Nondieless, here, as in the nominative case 

data, we find a possessive adjective widiout its noun in Terence; a construction that is not 

imitated by Hrotsvidia in Gdimuhus. 

Andr. 4.1.635 

On (...) quor meant tM? 
Qia (...) "Why give you my girl? 

Besides that, Terence presents a construction I have never come across in 

Hrotsvkha: die possessive adjective functioning as die subject of the infinitive, which is 

rather unusual. 
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Andr. 4.1.675 

Da. eg), Pamphile, hocdUpmsenitiocideo, 
cxntnrwmbu'p&MM'mictes(peet(£es, 
capitis pendumadne, dumprvsimtihi; 
tuom {st,} {si quid} {praeter speni} {ezenit, {rri} ignoscere). 
Da. It is my duty, Pamphilus, as your slave, to strive with might and main, night and 
day, and risk my neck in order to serve your interest. In return, if anything goes 
wrong, it is for yu to forgive me. 

If we cast an overall view at his analyses we will see that the constructions we find in 

Gdirmdm are, if not identical, similar to those of A ndria, especially those in pattern 4. What 

is missing in diis case is a single construction where the possessive adjective is post-posed, 

be it as a continuous or discontinuous constituent. 

2.3.3. Ablative Case 

For the Ablative case we find a striking number of coincidences in the use of 

patterns between Terence and Hrotsvitha as far as frequency is concerned, but coincidence 

stops there, as environmental patterns are all different. However, considering the lengdi of 

each text it is noticeable that Hrotsvidia uses die ablative case widi possessive adjective more 

frequently than Terence. Anodier fact to be noticed is that Terence places a preposition 

before these patterns five times out of ten while Hrotsvitha does so only one time out of 

seven. Moreover, she also uses prepositions twice to make use of the pattern while Terence 

never makes use of this construction. 

The chart on the next page illustrates die frequency in both authors: 
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Pattern 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 

Terence 
2 
4 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
7 

Pattern 1 {(.. .)MEUS N # # } Terence presents two instances of this pattern, which 

is, however, absent in Hrotsvkha's Cdimuhus. 

Terence 
1. N+Pl 
2. Prep+Pl 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

l.Andr. 2.2.370 

Cha liberatu'sumbaSe, Date, tua opera. 
Cha I'm freed today, Davos, thanks to you. 

Patte m 2 {(... )ME US N ....##} is the pattern used more frequently than some of 

the others we have seen by both authors -Terence four times and Hrotsvitha three times-

but as we can see on the chart, environments in which they are used do not precisely 

coincide. 

Terence 
l.Prep+P2+N 
2. Prep+ P2 + N 
3.Prep+P2+V 
4.## P2+CConj. 

Hrotsvitha 
5.Sb.C6nj.+ P2+P2 
6.P2+P2+prep 
7.V+P2+prep 
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4. Andr. 5.1.843 

Da. meo praesidio atque hospiti'. 
Da. You're in good hands, mine and our visitor's. 

5.GtH 9.16.3 

Calimuhus • Ideonenvreris, nepigriteris, lapswnerqpe, mierentemoomdatiombus attoUere, quo 
tuo monitUy tuo magisterio, agpitili indnistianum, a nugtceinatstum, transmdatus 
urum, tuoquedtaztusenitamarripiens vzritatis, mnmiuxta dkmiepraeoommipromssiorns. 
Cali. Therefore, don't delay, don't be sluggish to straighten the fallen man, lift with 
consolation him who is grieving; with your teaching and your mastery transform a 
man who was a pagan into Christian, from a frivolous one into a chaste one, let me 
take the way of the truth and live by the promise of the Divine Proclamation. 

Pattern 3 {(...)N MEUS # # } is found only once in both our authors. 

Terence 
Pron.+ P3 

Hrotsvitha 
V+ (adj.phr)P3 

Andr. 3.2.502 

Da. quasitudk&faclMmidconsiliorneo. 
Da. You are as good as saying it was all my plan. 

Call 9.13.8 

Griimxhus- Nammniimica^undor eordaenus oontristor anxio- gpm ddar supergrati 
impietate mea-
CaH. Since I am confused, saddened and repentant, I am anxious, I cry, I feel pain 
because of my extremely bad impious deed. 

In the above sentence it is to be noticed that the adjectival phrase is part of the same 

pattern since super grati is directly modifying impietate mea. 

Pattern 5 {(...)MEUS...N # # } Here again, there is one instance for each author 

but surroundings do not precisely coincide. Moreover, there are three constituents separating 

the noun from the possessive pronoun in the example from A ndria and only one constituent 

separating the noun from the possessive pronoun in the example from Gditmobus. 
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Terence 
Adv.+MEO+{Pro} {V} {Adv.} +N 

Hrotsvitha 
N+MEA+{V.Phr.}+N 

Andr. 1.1.152-3 

Si %.Jpropecufetqu(malienorrz}r€uvsndimst77ifa 
sine nunc meo {we} {there} {intern} modo." 
Si. - The time has almost come when I have to adapt my life to suit another's. In the 
meantime let me live in my own way. 

Call 4.1.8-9 

Drusiana- Ebbeudoninelesu Christe qmdpwdest casutaskpnfessionemsubiisse atmis omens 
mea {deceptus est} spetie? 
Dm. Oh Lord Jesus Christ what is the benefit of having undergone chastity if this 
man has been deceived by my appearance? 

Pattern 6 {(...)MEUS .. .N.. .##} As with the example above, in this pattern we 
find that there are several constituents intervening between the noun and the possessive 
adjective in the example from Terence, but only one in the example from Hrotsvitha. 

Terence 
Pron+TUO+{ Adv.} {N} { AdjJ>h} +N+V 

Hrotsvidia 
Prep+ MEA +{VPhr} +N+comp. 

Andr. 5.4.921 

Or. eg) istaec maim out am£ nan tu tuo {m} {mdwn} {aequo animo} Jeres! 
Cr. Is it any concern to me? It's your problem: can't you handle it without losing 
your temper? 

Call 7.1.19 

Gdimidous • (...) Nuncinmea {situmest} potestate, quantislibet irawms, teidimhcessere 
CaE Now she is let down in my power. I may lacerate you as much as it pleases me. 

Pattern 7 {N...MEUS # # } There are no examples of this partem to be found in 

Hrotsvkha's Calimuhus. (It has already been mentioned above that the nun never postposes 

a possessive to its head noun and splits the constituent at the same time.) Only one example 

is found in A ndria. 
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Andr. 4.1.646 

QxiheurmrrheriMiquitwmcmirmmex animo {spectad} meo! 
Cha What a fool I was to judge your character by my own! 

Pattern 10 {(.. .)MEUS=que N... # # } is only found in Hrotsvitha's Odirrtuhis. She 

constructs this pattern twice akhough the pattern is not once to be found in Terence's 

Andria. 

Call 3.1.17 

Gdimuhus • Men Drusiana' nerepeUas teammtem tuoqueamore cardeterms irherentem sed 
impende anvri ticem 
Cat My Drusiana, do not reject your lover who is attached to you by his heart but 
consider his love in exchange. 

For die construction of the ablative case Hrotsvidia distinguises herself from 

Terence. She innovates with this pattern that is not used by Terence even once in his A ndria. 

Also for die ablative case bodi our authors coincide by not using patterns 4, 8, 9, 11 

12,13,14,15, or 16. 

If we turn our attention to the sentence below, we find another innovation from the 

nun: die nominal adjective instead that a possessive adjective: 

Grfi3.120 

Drusiana- Lemdmatuapardpendor tuiquelasckiamfastidio- sedteipsumpemtussperm 
Dm. Your dirty and lascivious games move me to aversion; I reject you from my 
innermost. 

Here we are apparently in presence of pattern 14. However, the use of the genitive 

pronoun instead of the possessive takes diis example out of the classification. 

Another innovation by Hrotsvidia in the ablative case is really die fact that she uses 

one noun that is modified both by a possessive and a genitive noun. This pattern is nowhere 

to be found in Terence's A ndria. 
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Gtli 9.6.15 

Icfxames- Nonmea,{sed} Cbristi urtuteparmt-

This sentence is to be analyzed as 'Nan rrm lirtutesedChristi ixrUOii which means: 'Not 

by my virtue but by Christ's virtue.' As we can see in Hrotsvitha's construction, she has the 

word zhtute modified bodi by the possessive rrm and by the name Christi in the genitive. In 

English or any Romance language we can find die equivalent of diis construction but with a 

possessive immediately followed by the noun: 'Not by my virtue but Christ's'. Sp. No par rri 

iirtadsinoh.de Cristo. We can find the construction with a possessive pronoun, though never 

in first position, but at the end: 'By Christ's virtue, not mine.' Sp. Par la urtud de Cristo, no la 

rria. 

If we take an overview of die examples in this case, we can see that there are almost 

die same number of examples -nine in Andria and ten in Calimuhus; a very high frequency 

for die nun if we diink of die length of her play. However, die intention of Hrotsvitha to be 

faithful to Terence's style is evident: she uses mostly the patterns he uses and tries to avoid, 

not always successfully, die ones he does not. 

23.4. Vocative Case 

The vocative case is very simple to analyze; its use is restricted to address a person. 

Therefore, being just a call, it is placed outside the phrase. Consequendy, the surroundings to 

patterns in this case are not very varied16. This restriction explains the reason why the use of 

this case in both texts can be found almost in the same environment; the only difference 

worth mentioning is the use of the verb in the indirect speech in the pattern surroundings in 

Terence. This topic is analyzed in die chapter devoted to colloquial language. 

16 cf: Emout et Thomas: 1964 §7, §8, §9, §30,31,32 and §166 
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There is no need to illustrate the frequency of the use of this case in both plays with 

a charts since only one example is found in Terence widi pattern 2, and only two examples 

are found in Hrotsvitha with pattern 1. 

Terence 
##+P2+V 

Hrotsvitha 
1. ##+P2+V 
2. Pron+P2+V. 

Andr. 1.1.133-4 
Si adaarii; rrBSamritdierwtainfkaitur: 
"mea Glycerium," inqirit "cpadags?(...)" 
Si. He ran forward, grasped the woman round the waist, and said "My dear 
Glycerium, what are you doing? (...) 

2. Cali 921.10 

Calimuhus- Scspitatis auctori gates- qid te mea Drusiana resur^reckck in laaitia- quae 
gran cum tristitia cOejungdziris extrmu-
Cali. Thanks to God who protects you, who gave you back to life in happiness after 
you, my Drusiana, had died in extreme sadness. 

2.3.5. Genitive Case 

The Genitive case is used only once by Terence - Pattern 5 {(...) ME US... N# # } 

while in Hrotsvitha we find it four times. She constructs one sentence with Pattern 1 {(...) 

MEUS N# # } two sentences with pattern 2 {(...) ME US N...# # }), and one with pattern 

5{(...)MEUS...N##}). 

The chart on the following page illustrates the frequency in both authors: 
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Pattern 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 

Terence 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

Hrotsvitha 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 

Pattern 1 {(...) ME US N##} 

Terence 
0 

Hrotsvitha 
N+Pl (twice) 

The sentence below repeats the same pattern with the same surroundings twice. 

Call 9.13.5 

Calimuhus • Auc&sttmseriammeaeperditionis- nolidongirermcHamtuae 
miserationis-
Cali. You have heard the pain of my perdition: do not delay the remedy of your 
compassion. 

Pattern 2 {(...) ME US N.. .# # } is represented only Hrotsvitha's Cdimuhus by the 

following sentence while there are no instances of this pattern in Terence's A ndria. 

Terence 
0 

Hrotsvitha 
N+P2 + N 

Grfi 9.13.13 

Calimudyus • Otdiriamr&erar&Jtursecr&a meorum viscerum latihda- quo interra 
armritt^£&7m7qmmpatiordola^sper5pi(£t^s• et cklenti conddem-
Cali. Oh! If only I could open the innermost secrets of my heart so that you could 
see the bitter pain I am suffering and you could share with me! 
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Pattern 5 {(...) MEUS... N# #} Interestingly enough the surroundings where this 

pattern is found is almost identical in both plays: 

Terence 
CConj.+TUAE+V+N 

Hrotsvitha 
Adj.+TUAE+V+N 

Andr.- 1.5296 

Pa, '{...) bona nostra haectiHpemittoettuae {rrando} fidefij." 
Pa. I entrust these possessions of ours to you: I commit them to your faith. 

Call 2.3.6 

Atria- Intend*flute- eaipsaquamanks- sanctiIchanrdsapcstolidoctrimmseaaa- totamse 
(kioutdeo- mtartbmiidrBcadthonmiAruiforad iamdudumpotuitrewozri-
quo nimts tuae {consentiet} vanitati-
Friends. Understand, brother, she in person for whom you burn has followed the 
teachings of St. John Apostle; she devoted herself completely to God; in such a great 
way that not even Andron, the very Christian man, has been able to change her mind 
until now; event less will she consent to your foolishness. 

Probably in this case more than any other we can see that die freedom of order in 

Hrotsvitha is really confined. Of all the constructions she uses, these are the ones where 

patterns repeat themselves over and over. Not only does she repeat herself, but also in 

pattern five die surroundings are almost identical to tliose of Terence. 

2.3.6. Dative Case 

The dative case appears only five times in Terence witli patterns 2, 3, 4 and 6. 

Although Hrotsvitha has four instances of the same case, only patterns 1,4 and 6 are present 

in Calimuhus, and their contexts of use are definitely different. 

The chart on the next page illustrates the frequency in both authors: 
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Pattern 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 

Terence 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 

Hrotsvitha 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 

Pattern 1 {(...) MEUS N# } is found only in Hrotsvitha 

Terence 
0 

Hrotsvitha 
pron+Pattern 1## 

Gdi 6.1.7 

Fortumtus- Siplacnbisrrunerihts- ckdamittudtuis usibus-
Fortu. If you silence me with money I will give her to your use. 

Pattern 2 {(...) MEUS N.. .## } is only found in Terence 

Terence 
V+Pattern 2+Pron 
V+Pattem 2 + V 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

Andr. 3.3.534-5 

Cbr. aliquot we adierunt, ex, teandaumquicdbanthafiejiliam 
mrnn mUbere tuo gnato; id liso tune an illi insardant 
Chr. A number of people have come up to me to say that they've heard from you 
that my daughter is marrying your son today. Pve come to see whether it is you who 
have taken leave of your senses or they. 

Andr. 5.4.943-4 

Pa. egonhuiu'menvriampatiarmeae 
voluptati obstare, qucmeg)pcssim in hoc re rredkaii rrihi? 
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Pa. Shall I allow my happiness to be spoiled by his forgerfulness, when the remedy is 
in my own hands? 

Pattern 3 {(...) MEUS.... N# } is present in Terence but not in Hrotsvitha. 

Terence 
N+{ut clause} +TUO 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

Andr. 5.1.828-31 

Cbr. (...) perpulisti mm ut horrim addescentulo 
inalioocatpatoarrvre, abhorrenti abre wcoria, 
Jiliam ut damn in sedkionematque in moertas nuptias, 
eiu'labore clique em' ddoregnato (ut rmdkarer} tuo. 
Chr. You persuaded me to promise my daughter to a young lad involved in another 
love affair who had no intention of taking a wife, condemning her to squabbling and 
an unstable marriage, all so that your son could be cured through her pain and her 
suffering. 

Pattern 4 {(...) N MEUS... # # } is found once in each play. 

Terence 
Pron+P4+VJPhr. 

Hrotsvitha 
V+P4+V 

Andr. 3.5M6-7 

Pa. (...) liden meconsiliis tuts 
rriserwn irrpecbtitm esse? 
Pa. Do you realise diat your schemes have entangled me in a web of misery? 

Call 8.1.8 

Ioharmes' Dorrinelesuatriuxta idlod dgTatus es sends tuts mmfestari? 
John. Lord Jesus, why have you deigned to manifest (yourself) in this place to your 
servants? 

Pattern 6 {(...) MEUS.. -N... # # } There is one instance in A ndria and two in 

Hrotsvitha. Amazingly enough, Hrotsvitha construction has the same surroundings as 
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Terence's example. However, the words that separate the components of the patterns do not 

coincide. 

Terence 
Sb.Conj. +MEO+Sb.Conj. +N +VPhr. 

Hrotsvitha 
Pron+TUAE +V+ N+Sb.Conj. 
Sb.Conj. +TUIS +V.phr+N +V.phr 

Andr. 1.5260-3 

Pa. tot me inpedwti. atrae, quae rmtmamrmmdiwrsae trabunf 
amor, rrisencanSa huiu', rwptiarumsc&vdtatio, 
tumpatri'pudor, qui rm tarn lenipassus est amrw usque adbuc 
quae meo {quonrjue} animo tibitumtfacere. 
Pa. There are so many concerns weighing me down and pulling my heart in different 
directions-love, phy for her, anxiety about this wedding, and on the other side 
respect for my father, who has up to now has been so generous and allowed me to 
do whatever took my fancy. 

Call 3.5.2 

Druskm- (...) quo pado, qua dementia rerismetuae {cedere} nugacitati- quae permdtum 
temporis a legdis thorn tin me abstinui? 
Dm. (...) by which agreement, by which insanity do you believe mat I will give up to 
your absurdity when I have held back from my legal husband's bed for a long time? 

For the dative case, both audiors coincide by avoiding constructions with patterns 5, 

7, 8, 9,10,11,12, D, 14,15, and 16. 

2.4. Conclusion 

Taking a panoramic look at both the set of patterns and at the environments in 

which they appear, it can be clearly seen that the difference between the productions of the 

two authors is noticeable. It is true, there seems to be the desire on Hrotsvitha's part to 

imitate the Terentian constructions, but her Latin has probably been heavily colored by 

Medieval Latin, and as a result of this we find that: 
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1. She never presents discontinuous possessive phrases with the possessive adjective 

post-posed while in Terence there are nine out of twenty one examples of this 

construction. 

2. The greatest distance between a possessive and the noun it modifies in Gdirmchus is 

three words (and diat only once) and the words involved are really short ("in te 

agar"). In addition, these three words make one constituent. In very striking contrast 

in Andria we find complete subordinated clauses in between nominal possessive 

phrases that have as much as six words, and as many as four constituents. 

3. Hrotsvidia uses the TUOque + N construction (Pattern 10) diat is nowhere to be 

found in Terence's Andria. 

4. She never uses die accusative possessive as subject of an infinitive. 

5. She uses the nominal possessive (genitive) with nouns non agreeing in case (twice 

with nominative and four times witb accusative) absent in Terence. 

6. She uses a noun modified by two possessives: possessive adjective and Genitive 

Noun. 

7. She never uses a possessive without its noun as we find in Terence. 

8. Of the 80 examples I compare there is only one case of identical construction in the 

vocative case. I mentioned above (in otber words) that the conventionalization of 

greeting and calling to a person has led to a limitation of the range of options which 

explains the similarity in construction between die two authors. 

The chart on page 38 illustrates the frequency of die different patterns regardless of 

the case in both authors. I count the number of occurrences writing the sentence final first 

and dien the not-sentence-final and mark the count of both groups with the number of 

instances in bold. 
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As we can see, two of the most frequently used patterns by Hrotsvitha are 1 

{(.. .)MEUS N# # } and 2 { (.. .)MEUS N.. J # } both of them the standard pattern for the 

modem Romance languages, even though she seems to have restrained herself from using it 

witli the most common case form, i.e., with the nominative and accusative which, as 

mentioned above, were the only two extant cases by the VHI* century. 

The other most used pattern by Hrotsvitlia is 4 {(...) N METJS . . .##} which 

interestingly enough she uses to make her characters express their strongest feelings. With 

the exception of 'senis Uas' in the dative case, the rest of them are in the accusative. I 

mention in the introduction that the possessive post-posed to its head noun is used also in 

Italian in die vocative to express strong emotions: Figfio rrio!: 'Son of mine!' Dio rrid: 'God of 

mine!'. If we analyze die sentences where this construction is used by Hrotsvidia we can see 

that the reason why she is using diis form is die same: she wants her characters to convey 

strong emotion. Thus, Drusiana calls Oalimachus off starting her sentence by 'Lenocinia tua'; 

God appears in front of St, John and Andronicus to tell diem that 'norm immi 'my name' 

must be glorified in diem. St. John answers with die same passion and wishes that 'nomen 

tuuni 'your name' may be sanctified and blessed for centuries. And finally Andronicus, in 

total despair and pain, begs St. John to bring back to life his beloved Drusiana, who is still 

laying dead wirJh die words 'Dmianamrmmf. 

Analyzing die circumstances when Terence's characters use this construction we 

notice diat only one time out of die nine are strong feelings implied or expressed. This is 

when Pamphilus tells how Chrysidis begged him to take care of Gfycerium, and for that she 

calls for ^m^rnwntMari. All the other occurrences show no strong emotions or feelings. 
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On the matter of discontinuous constituents and post-posed possessive adjectives, it 

is evident that Hrotsvitha was aware of the fact that Terence could both separate the 

possessive adjective from its head noun and postpose it to the noun, and so she did both 

things, but never at the same time. If we take a look at the chart again we can see that the 

possessive adjective in Hrotsvidia never appears post-posed to and discontinuous from its 

head noun. For her it was enough to either postpose possessive adjective or move it away 

from the head noun, as Terence could do. That sufficed, in the mind of the nun, to satisfy 

her desire to imitate the poet's style. Did she not notice what she was failing to do? Was it a 

too bold a construction for her to imitate fully, or was she afraid that people of her time 

would find understanding the Terentian construction impossible? 

Pattern 
1 

MEUSN: 2 
3 

MEUS...N 4 
5 

MEUS...N 6 
7 

N...MEUS 8 
9 

MEUS=que N 10 
11 

MEUS=que...N 12 
13 

N=queMEU5 14 
15 

N=que...MEUS 16 
Total 

Terence 
4 

18 22 
2 

9 11-33 
2 

6 8 
5 

2 7 - 1 5 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 ' 0 . 
48 

Hrotsvitha 
7 

7 14 
0 

7 7- 21 
2 

4 6 
0 

1 1- 7 
0 

2 2 
0 

0 0 - 2 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
32 

To finish with a little statistics, let us take a final look at the chart above: Calimuhus 

presents 32 instances of possessives, while there are 48 constructions in Andria. To this we 

should add the constructions that I had not anticipated in my hypothesis: Terence constructs 

a sentence with a possessive adjective functioning as the subject of an infinitive, and another 
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with a possessive adjective without its head noun while Hrotsvitha constructs a sentence 

with a noun modified by both a possessive adjective and a noun in the genitive case; she 

constructs an apparent pattern 14 in the ablative but instead of a possessive adjective she 

writes a possessive pronoun. She also apparently constructs pattern 2 four times, but she 

writes genitive pronouns instead of possessive adjectives in one construction with a noun in 

the ablative case and the two others widi the noun in the accusative. With these additions 

the number of constructions results in 40 in Hrotsvitha's text and 50 for Terence's. 

There are 1003 verses in Andria and 427 in Gdimuhus; that is 64.5 % more verses in 

Andria. To have the same frequency of possessives in bodi audiors, Gdimtchus should 

present 21 examples. Nonedieless, there is no reason why we should expect any text to have 

the same frequency of some element as another. What is important to see is how both 

authors construct their sentences. 

suus 

2.5. Introduction 

In this part of chapter, I continue analyzing the use of possessive adjectives but, as I 

stated above, I concentrated on die third persons plural and singular. Unlike in the case of 

the two first persons singular, diere is a notable difference between die frequency with which 

die two audiors construct sentences involving third person possessive pronouns. The nun 

uses die third person possessives only five times, die diird person involved is always 

God/Jesus (widi the exception of one reference to die devil), and die only person who 

utters these sentences is St. John. Moreover, she deviates again from Terence's patterns widi 

two of her constructions. Terence, on die odier hand, puts these possessives in the mouth of 

almost all his characters, and they refer to characters diat are not present in the scene. This 
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will be discussed in chapter 4 where the point will be made that Hrotsvidia does not make 

reference to facts or characters that have not been shown in die scene. Terence, unlike 

Hrotsvidia, encourages the audience to use dieir imagination to envision events off stage. 

The nun's story does not depend on events diat are not presented on die stage. Terence's 

characters need regular reference to third parties as there is a lot of setting of die scene diat 

the author skillfully manages in order to let die spectators know who die characters are, 

where diey come from, and what tlieir interrelationships and feelings towards one anodier 

are. This of course requires a great mastery of die language, involving tenses, subordinating 

conjunctions, time markers of all kinds diat Hrotsvidia did not have mastery over. I use 

SUUS in the pattern to indicate any of die forms in the paradigm of die diird possessive 

adjective. 

2.6. The cases 

2.6.1. Nominative Case 

Of all die instances of SUUS in Terence's Andria, diere is only one in nominative 

case. It is pattern 7 {(...) N...SUUS##} and die surrounding is die following: 

{(.. .)V+pattem7# # }. There are no occurrences of nominative in Hrotsvidia's Calirmchus. 

Comparing this number of occurrences with diose of MEUS and TUUS we can see 

that they are drastically reduced: A ndria presents only one instance in die nominative - diere 

are a total of eleven instances in all die cases for pattern 7-, but diere is none in Calvmchus. 

A ndr. Prologue. 22 

Cantor. ('...) ck(h)inc ut quiescant parro moneo et desimnt 
mdedkene, malefacta {ne} { nosomt) sua. 
Cantor. So I am warning them from now on to hold dieir tongues and stop their 
slanders, ordiey will be forced to acknowledge dieir own shortcomings. 
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It is worth noticing that the only instance of nominative in Terence's Andria for this 

possessive is to be found in the prologue spoken by the Cantor. No one of the characters 

makes use of this construction in the whole play. Likewise, it is absent in Hrotsvitha's text 

2.6.2. Accusative Case 

There are 9 instances of the use of SUUS in the accusative case in Terence's work 

and there is only one in Hrotsvitha's. The patterns are as follows: 

Pattern 1 {(...) SUUS N# # } 

Terence 
V+Pl 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

Andria 2.3.392 

Da. (...) nectuea causa rrvwris 
haec quae facts, neisrrutetsuam sententiam. 
Da. But you musn't for that reason alter your present behaviour or he may change his 
mind. 

Pattern 2 {(...) SUUS N...# # } 

Terence 
l.V+P2+Neg.V 
2.Pron+P2+V 
3.N+P2+V 
4.Pron+P2-fCConj. 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

1. Andria 4.4773 

Da. "Chremes sipcsitumpuenmarrteaedistiderit, 
suam gnatam nondabit": 
Da. "Chremes won't give his daughter in marriage if he sees a baby lying on the 
doorstep." 
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Pattern 4 {(...) N SUUS..J # } 

Terence 
1. V+P4 +prep.phr. 
2.Pron+P4+N 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

l.Andna 1.5.241 

Pa. quid? Chremss, qui denegirat se carmissurum rribi 
gnatam suam uxoren%(...)? 
Pa. And what about Chremes? Having refused to trust me with his daughter's hand 

Pattern 5 {(...) SUUS... N## > 

Terence 
Pron+SUA +ut clause+N 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

Andrk 4.1.625 

Cha hoanest ovdibile out rrEmorabile 
tanta wamfia inmta quaquamut siet 
ut mdis gwdeant atque ex incommodis 
alterws sua {ut conpawnt) commoda? 
Cha If s unbelievable, unimaginable! That a man can be so morally deranged 
As to delight in another man's misfortunes 
And seek his own gain from another's loss. 

Pattern 6 {(...) SUUS .. .N... . # # } 

Terence 
0 

Hrotsvitha 
Pron+SUAE+N+N+V 

Call 9. 24. 4 

Johannes- Sedliost nullumiusturn, niMumnhericordia immiret dvjipum, neninemtarrmsprerit-
neninemsuae {gratia} pietatis priuni- (...) 
John. But although he did not find any just, anyone worth of his mercy, he did not 
reject anybody, he deprived no one through the grace of his piousness (...) 
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Pattern 7 {(...) N... SUUS# # } 

Terence 
V+N +ut clause+SUUM 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

Andr. 1.2.188 

Si dumtenpusadeamremtdit, shianimum {utexpleret} suotn; 
nunchkdies diarnutamdefert, alios rmmpostulat 
Si. While the time was appropriate for such things, I allowed him to satisfy his 
desires. But today brings another life, demands another way of behaving. 

Pattern 13 {(...) SUUS=que....N...# # } Patterns with gaeattached eidier to the possessive 

adjective or the head noun (labeled from 10 to 16 in section 2.2) are Hrotsvitlia's patterns. It 

has been seen that she even constructs apparently similar patterns using pronouns in the 

genitive instead of possessive adjectives. This is worth noticing since Terence, her model, 

does not construct a single sentence with these patterns. 

Call 9.13. 5 

Ioharmes- Reoedarrus- suumque {diabdo} filium rdinquamts-
John. Let's go back and let's leave his son to the devil. 

None of the authors have any other example within the predicted patterns but they 

both construct other ones: Terence constructs a sentence with a possessive adjective without 

a noun. However, the reader can easily determine the noun by the context. In her 

Cdirmdms, Hrotsvitha never constructs a sentence with similar characteristics to Terence's 

below: 

Andr. 5.4.932 

Chr. (...) suamneesse aihzt? 
Chr. Did he say that she was his daughter? 
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Not to see a similar construction in Hrotsvitha is a somehow surprising, since in the 

modern Romance languages possessive pronouns can be used by themselves. Moreover, if 

we turn our attention to Italian syntax, the absence of this construction is even more 

striking, for in that language the possessive adjectives and the possessive pronouns are 

identical in form. Thus the only way we can determine the category of a given form is by 

analyzing the sentence structure, as mentioned above. Given its use in modem Romance 

languages, particularly Italian, an early version of which presumably influenced medieval 

Church Latin strongly, one might ask why Hrotsvitha did not use this pattern. Was its use 

too widespread already? Did she find it too modem for its use to be in keeping with her 

desire to imitate Terence? We would need to look into other texts of the period and 

compare their usage to definitively answer these questions. 

Hrotsvitha constructs, again, a sentence where she seems to be using pattern 13, but 

the que is now attached to a personal pronoun in the genitive case that modifies a nominal 

phrase in the accusative, rather than to an agreeing form of the possessive adjective. 

Gdi. 9.24. 6 

Iohannes- (...) sed se ipsum orm&w tracbdk- suique dike tarn animam pro orrmbus 
postal-
John. (...) but even though everyone let him down he offered his extraordinary soul 
to everyone. 

None of the authors constructs sentences with patterns 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, or 

16 in the accusative case. This is the only point in which the two authors coincide. 
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2.6.3. Ablative 

There are only two instances of constructions with ablative in Andna: they are both 

examples of pattern 2. Terence presents a third construction in the prologue with an 

unpredicted pattern: a possessive adjective without a noun to be modified. There is one 

construction in Calimuhus. It is pattern 5. 

Pattern 2 {(...) SUUS N # # } 

Terence 
1. adj +P2+pron 
2.Adv.e+P2+V 

Hrotsvidia 
0 

l.Anck 4.1.-649 
Pa. (...) ah nesds quantis inmdis wrserniser 
quantasquehksuis consiliis rribi conflabitsolliatudines 
rrm'amwfex. 
Pa. Ah! You don't realise the torments of misery that I'm suffering and the agonies 
diat this despicable slave of mine has contrived for me by his schemes. 

Pattern5 {(...) SUUS N ##} 

Terence 
0 

Hrotsvitha 
Sb.Cbnj.+SUO+V.phr+N 

Call 9.24.10 

Iohannes- IckomhonimimrxncyeciaturpertiitiaTe- quossuo {errptcs} {rmrrinkjpretioso 
sanguine-
John. For that reason, he does not rejoice in the perdition of men; since he 
remembers having bought them with his precious blood. 

In the sentence above the only word that is not part of the nominal phrase is the 

verb rrerrirvt because suopmioso savQane is qualified by errptcs that goes with qua just as pretieso 

does. Pretkso should also be considered part of the same nominal phrase, since it is 

modifying the word sanguine. 
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2.6.4. Dative Case 

There is only one instance of dative in A ndria. in pattern 8 {(.. .)N.. .SUUS... # # } 

but none of any type in Gdimuhus. 

Terence 
V + N + N + S U O 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

Andr. 1.2.175 
Da. nirabarhocsi skabite et eri semper knkas 
i&ebarquasumewdereL 
quipatquamaw&eratrmdztmimfilio {uxorerri} suo, 
rnmiquamcjmqtkmirmtrumwimnfidt, nequeidaege tulil 
DA. I was surprised if it could end this way. The master was so calm, and I've been 
afraid all the time where that was leading. Ever since he heard diat his son's wedding 
was cancelled, he hasn't said a word to any of us or been at all upset. 

2.6.5. Genitive Case 

The authors do not coincide in their use of the genitive case. 

Terence 
C C o n j . + S U I + N + N 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

Andr. 5.3.879 

Si odecfrif inp&enti esse ctmrw ut prober diium 
mjmrnatquelegmet sui {wluntatem} patris 
tarren honehabere stuckat amistarrwpnbrd 
Si. How can he be so headstrong as to defy social custom and die law and the wishes 
of his own fadier? He's derermined to have this woman whatever the disgrace. 

2.7. Unpredicted Constructions 

In CalimtchuS:, we have a construction that we do not find in Andria; it is the 

combination of a personal pronoun in the genitive with the head noun in another case. In 
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the next example the other case is the ablative. As stated before, this pattern cannot be 

classified according to the scheme we have been using above. 

Call 9.31.14 

Iohannes- Nam qui superbit mddet- et qui imidet superbit- quia mens imida dum alienam 
lauckmnecpattturaucSre- etinsui comparatione perjkakavs arrbifulescere- dec&gntursubia 
cEgTmibus- et superbe canatwrpreforn oonparibus-
John: For he who takes pride envies and who envies takes pride due to his envious 
disposition while he suffers to hear the glory of odiers and he vilifies in the 
comparison of his accomplishments and the ones of others; he scorns and devalues 
the deserving people and arrogandy ties to place himself before his equals. 

2.8. Conclusion 

As we can see from the chart below, the coincidence which is more frequent 

between the two authors are the patterns they do not use: 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16. 

Hrotsvitha constructs sentences using patterns 5 and 6 just like her model, but the details of 

die cases in which she does do not coincide widi those seen in Terence's: Terence makes use 

of pattern 7 in the nominative case while Hrotsvitha never does. Terence constructs 

accusative phrases with patterns 1, 2 (four times), 4 (two times), 5, and 7 while Hrotsvidia 

only constructs accusative phrases making use of patterns 6 and 13. There are two 

constructions in the ablative with pattern 2 in Andria while for die same case in Calimuhus 

we find only one with pattern 5. Hrotsvitha does not present any of die predicted patterns in 

die dative case or the genitive one while Terence makes use of pattern 8 for die dative and 

of pattern 6 for die genitive. 
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Pattern 
1 

SUUSN: 2 
3 

NSUUS 4 
5 

SUUS...N 6 
7 

N...SUUS 8 
9 

SUUS=queN 10 
11 

N=que...SUUS 12 
13 

SUUS =que...N 14 
15 

N=que...MEUS 16 
Total 

Terence 
1 

6 7 
0 

2 2 
1 

1 2 
1 

1 2 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
13 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

1 2 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
1 

0 1 
0 

0 0 
3 

Summarizing: in Hrotsvitha, 

1. We find pattern 13, which is unattested in Andria. Exactly as it is the case with the 

MEUS-TUUS evidence. 

2. A pattern similar to pattern 13 is found, which, however, shows a pronoun in the 

genitive modifying a direct object in the accusative, another use unknown from 

Terence. 

3. There is an apparent pattern 2 which cannot be classified as such because the pronoun 

is in the genitive and the noun it modifies is in die ablative case. 

It is worth mentioning that the constructions Hrotsvitha innovates with combining 

the genitive pronoun with the noun in a different <:ase could be the seed of what today exists 

in most modem Romance languages: due to the great productivity of the possessive in the 

third person, especially in Spanish, where it refers to six possible persons (su, sus possessive 

adjective serves i, dla, listed, dies, dlas, Ustedes), the possessive su can create great confusion. 

Thus most people use the genitive construction de usted, ded, de dla, de ustedes, de dies, de dlas 

to avoid it. 
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Likewise in Italian it is very common to hear d ha, c& lei, or di Lei instead of suo, sua, 

sua or sue. However, it is not usual to find this construction for first and second person since 

the forms for them are unequivocal {pi nis for Spanish and trio, me, rrio, rrid for Italian). 

For French the same alternative construction exists but with preposition a. It is used 

for all persons: a mi, a toi, aha, a die, a wus, a nous, etc). 

Now, if we count the occurrences of this construction in Hrotsvitha with the first 

and second person and compare to the ones with the third person in this section of tiie 

chapter, we can surely asses that the evolution towards this genitive forms was already well 

under way and Hrotsvitha could not help being influence by it. 

It is evident in this part of the analysis that Hrotsvitha did not have the linguistic 

tools to analyse the language of Terence closely enough. She could only imitate based on 

conclusions she had drawn as a result of her studies of the language and the readings she 

must have done. 

In the next part of this chapter I analyze the possessives for the first and second 

persons plural. After that, I will be in a position to state my final conclusions on this aspect 

of my study. 

NOSTERandVESTER 

2.9. Introduction 

To finish with the series of possessive adjectives, I deal now with the possessive 

adjectives corresponding to the first and second persons plural. The number of occurrences 

of these possessives is much smaller than that of the other two groups: there are, in total, 

only eleven occurrences in Terence and two in Hrotsvitha. Of the eleven examples in A ndria, 
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there are two that do not follow any of the patterns we have established, and only one of die 

two examples in Cdimuhus falls in any of diem. Due to die small amount of data existing in 

these two plays, I will not concentrate on die context in which die patterns since diere is not 

a single sentence diat can be compared to any significant degree of detail between die 

authors. I use NOSTER meaning any case of die possessives adjectives NOSIER and 

VESTER. "When a case is not mentioned it is because there are no instances of it in the texts. 

2.10. The Cases 

2.10.1. Accusative Case 

There are five constructions involving the accusative case. The number of 

occurrences in diis case in patterns 1 and 2 is die same as we found in diis case for SUUS. 

There is one instance of pattern 1 and four of pattern 2 in Andria. There is none in 

Cdimuhus. 

Pattern 1 {(.. .)NOSTER N ## } 

Andr. 4.3.716 
My.(..J d ves tram fidem! 
sumTjmbonumesseeraeputavzmbuncPaTTphilwn 
Arrkum, arrutoren% uruminqwiislorn 
paraUtn% wrwnex mrutncrriseraquemcapit 
hhorerri 
My. Heaven help us! I used to diink Pamphilus was die perfect answer for my 
mistress, a friend, a lover, a husband, ready for all occasions. But now look what 
distress he's causing die poor girl! 

Pattern 2 {(.. .)NOSTER N. ..## } 

Andr. 3.3.538 

Si per te decs oro et nostrum amicitiam, Chrerm, 
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quaeirxfytaapaniscumaetateadaeutsmzd, 

quo(u)s tiUpctestas stmrrn serzandi datur, 
utnradmBinlxKreatqueitautitiuptiae 
fuerantfuturae,jiant 
Si. I beg you in the name of the gods, Chremes, and for our friendship, which began 
when we were young and has grown stronger with age, and in the name of your only 
daughter and my son, whose salvation rests entirely in your hands, to support me in 
this matter and allow the wedding to take place as planned. 

2.10.2. Genitive Case 

There is only one instance of the genitive case inAndria. The pattern is 5 {(.. .)N 

NOSTER##} 

Andr. 4.3.737 

My. eg) quidagis nil intelligy sed si quid est 
quodrrm cpera opus sit wkisfajut tuplus rides, 
rmneba, requodnostrum {rerwrer} commodum. 
My. I haven't a clue what you are up to. But, if there's anything in which you people 
need my help, since you know best, I'll stay. I don't want to impede your progress. 

2.10.3. Dative Case 

For the dative case there is one instance inAndria and one in Cdimuhus the patterns 

are different. 

Pattern 4 {(...) NOSTER .. .N... # # } is found in Terence. 

Andr. 2.5.419 

By nunc nos trae {tirrw} parti quid hie respondeat. 
By. I'm dreading his reply on our account. 

And in Hrotsvitha we find pattern 3 {(...) NOSTER.. .N # # } 
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Call 5.1.18 

Andronichus- Mamvreimiinprucimysepukhriimhabetur inquodfi&wsponalur serozndique 
curasepiMrr FortunaUr nostro {rdinquatur} procuratori-
Andro. There Is a marble grave near here; the corps is to be place there and the grave 
is to be taken care by Fortunatus, our keeper. 

Pressumably, Hrotsvitha tries to reproduce Terence's construction in her use of 

pattern 5 in the genitive and pattern 4 in die dative. Both present die possessive adjective 

separated from die head noun by a verb. 

2.10.4. Voc ative Cas e 

There is one occurrence of the vocative case mAndria in Pattern 1 {(...) NOSTER 

N##}. 

Andr. 5.2.846 

Da. (-..)o noster Qmms! 
Da. (...) our friend Chremes! 

2.11. Unpredicted Constructions 

The constructions listed below cannot be classified within the chart with the patterns 

we have established. Botii authors have instances which do not fall in any of diose patterns. 

The following two constructions by Terence are more examples of what we have seen when 

discussing MEUS: an adjective without a noun to modify. 

Andr. 4A.7& 

My. Vostri. 
My. Your master's. 
Da. qud(u)s nostri? 
Da. Which master? 
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It is interesting to see that the question uttered by Davus expresses the same 

problem I point out while dealing with third person possessives about the confusion 

concerning who the possessive is referring to. In this case is not with the third person 

singular but the first plural. Of course, here Terence probably wrote these lines to amuse the 

audience, since Davos, the slave, is trying to indirectly inform Chremes that the baby is 

Pamphilus', but he makes believe he does not want him to know. That's why when Mysis 

says 'Vostii meaning 'belonging to your household' he keeps on asking 'Quoins nc6lri?' He 

wants Chremes to have no doubts about Pamphilus' fatherhood. Finally, in Gdimichus we 

find another instance of Hrotsvkha's oft-repeated construction involving the genitive 

pronoun combined with a noun in the accusative case. 

Colt. 2.3.15 

Gdimichus- Quia nihi vestri auxilium subtrahitis- ispsam adlxr dusque arwnr rm 
(mvrmiUcmdimrttis persuadebcr 
Cali. Since you refuse to help me, I will go to her in person and I will persuade her of 
my love with my charms and feelings. 

2.12. Conclusion 

Taking a quick look at the chart on the next page, we can see that there are not many 

elements to compare as far as noster and tester are concerned. The only coincidence in the big 

picture is the use of one possessive construction in the dative, but patterns do not coincide. 
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Occurrences of NosterVester in Terence's Andria and Hrotsvitha's Calimacbus 

Pattern 
1 

NOSTERN: 2 
3 

NOSTER...N 4 
5 

N NOSIER 6 
7 

N...NOSTER 8 
9 

NOSTER=queN 10 
11 

NOSTER=que...N 12 
13 

N=que NOSTER 14 
15 

N=que...NOSTER 16 
Total 

Terence 
2 

5 7 
0 

1 1 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
9 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
0 
1 

0 1 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
1 

2.13. Conclusion on all Possessive Adjectives 

Of course, if we put together all occurrences of all possessive adjectives in Terence's 

Andria and Hrotsvitha's Colirmdms , we can see that there is a very steady coincidence in the 

use of certain patterns. It is in the general overview diat we can see the coincidence, the 

determination of the nun to imitate Terence as mentioned above. The chart below illustrates 

this idea. 

We can also see that some constructions Hrotsvitha imitates are very much like the 

standard construction of Romance languages. This is die nominal phrase with apparently 

discontinuous constituents, but generally separated by a qualifier of the noun, which means, 

of course, diat die construction is in some sense continuous. She also, apparently, imitates 

Terence by separating the nominal possessive phrase widi a verb (as we have seen above), 

akhough we must bear in mind that the patterns do not coincide in the surroundings where 

they are found. 
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There are other elements that should not be overlooked. For example, the fact that 

Hrotsvkha avoids two of the most frequently used patterns in Terence: 1 {(.. .)MEUS 

N##} and 2 {(...)MEUS N. . .##}, in spite of the fact that they are both the standard 

patterns for the modern Romance languages. She avoids them in the most common cases: 

nominative and accusative, probably because by her time they were already established as the 

standard colloquial -and dius 'modern feeling'- patterns. We should not forget that by the 

eighth century the only two declensions still in use were precisely nominative and accusative. 

It cannot be a coincidence that they are exactly the ones she avoids, probably, to make her 

style look older, and thus more like Terence's. 

The biggest coincidence between authors is the patterns they avoid using: Terence 

uses patterns 1 to 8; Hrotsvkha uses 1 to 6. This means they coincide in six patterns, 

although in general die constexts in which die patterns appear are all different. The only one 

diat coincides is in die vocative case and as pointed above, diis case being used to address a 

person and almost always outside the sentence restricts the possibilities of variety of its 

surroundings. 

As for patterns 7 and 8, it is worth remembering mat diey are discontinuous 

constructions "widi die possessive adjective post-posed. I had pointed out this absence of 

construction in die previous part of the chapter. 

Finally, it has been established that the two authors have constructions of their own 

diat are not widiin die pre-established patterns and which do not coincide widi these 

constructions in the odier author. Terence constructs 

1. a phrase where the possessive adjective in the accusative is the subject of an 

infinitive; 

2. phrases where the possessive adjective stands without die noun to be modified. 
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That is to say that Terence conceives the use of the adjective with the function of a 

pronoun and, probably here, if we really want to find some similarities between the to 

authors, is where we could find some coincidence: Looking at Hrotsvitha's construction of a 

noun modified by both a noun in the genitive and a possessive, probably, some could argue 

that it is an imitation of Terence's possessive without a noun. Nonetheless, we should 

wonder if the use of the same form for possessive adjectives and pronouns was already 

common in the Latin of the Xth century (as it is in modern Italian, where, as mentioned 

above, the distinction between categories can only be established through the analysis of the 

structure of the sentence). 

Hrotsvitha on the other hand constructs sentences where 

• there is a nominal pronoun in the genitive modifying a noun in another case 

(accusative, nominative, ablative); 

• pattern 13 {(...)N=que MEUS...##} is built with a nominal pronoun in die 

genitive instead of a possessive adjective. 

In order to summarize and close this argument, I would like to list the following facts: 

1. Hrotsvitha never presents discontinuous possessive phrases with the possessive 

adjective post-posed while in Terence there are 12 out of 27 examples of these 

constructions. 

2. The greatest distance between a possessive and the noun it modifies in Cdirmdws is 

three words only once and they are really short "in te agar". All the others involve 

separation by only one word, generally a qualifier. By constrast, in Andria we find 

complete subordinated clauses that have as many as six words in between the 

possessive adjective and the head noun. 
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3. Hrotsvitha uses the construction with que attached to the possessive or to the noun 

before the possessive four times although this construction is nowhere to be found 

in Terence's A ndna. 

4. She constructs them using a possessive pronoun in the genitive to modify a direct 

object in the accusative, another unknown use in Terence. 

5. She never uses the accusative possessive as subject of an infinitive. 

6. She uses the nominal possessive (genitive with nominative, dative or accusative 

noun) absent in Terence. 

7. She uses a noun modified by two possessives: possessive adjective and Genitive 

Noun. 

8. She never uses a possessive without its noun as we find in Terence. 

9. Many of the constructions that look Terentian could very well be influenced by die 

Romance languages. 

10. Of the 100 examples I compare diere is only one case of identical construction. This 

involves the vocative case which, as I mentioned above, concerns a formula to 

address the listener, and thus does not offer many choices as to construction. 

As we can see in the chart on the next page, there are more differences than 

coincidence between the two authors, and most coincidences found in Hrotsvitha's 

Cdimuhus are with Modern Romance Languages rather than with Terence. 
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Occurrences of all possessive adjectives in Terence's Andriaznd 

Hrotsvitha's Calimachus 

Pattern 
1 

MEUSN: 2 
3 

NMEUS 4 
5 

MEUS...N 6 
7 

N...MEUS 8 
9 

MEU5=que N 10 
11 

MEUS=que...N 12 
13 

N=queMEUS 14 
15 

N=que...MEUS 16 
Total 

Terence 
7 

29 36 
2 

12 14-50 
3 

7 10 
6 

3 9-19 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
69 

Hrotsvitha 
7 

7 14 
1 

7 7- 21 
3 

5 8 
0 

0 8 
0 

2 2 
0 

0 0 - 2 
1 

0 1 
0 

0 0 1 
31 
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CHAPTER 3 - Ut Clauses 

3.1. Introduction 

Ut is a subordinating conjunction that both Terence and Hrotsvitha utilize in their 

texts. It can introduce a subordinated clause of time, reason, consequence, indirect 

command, purpose, comparison, or indirect wish, among other funcions17. Both authors 

construct sentences with this conjunction as well as with the related form ut... ne in the 

negative constructions. However, in the text of the archaic playwright there is a variety of 

word order that is not present in Hrotsvitha. 

The rather universal conjunction which served so many functions in Latin has 

branched off into different conjunctions that fulfill these functions in the daughter 

languages. They always take the first position and they are invariably followed immediately 

by the subject and the verb (5) or only the verb when the language is pro-drop (6). 

(5) Tr.Ncmazomtoutfakpourqu'ilretcjurnealaTmisat 

(6) a. It. HaMmrwfatto tuttopur che ritomassi a casa. 
b. Port. Fizemos tudopara que udtassepara casa. 
c. Sp. Hiams tocbpara que wliiera a casa. 

We did everthing for him/her to return home. 

Hrotsvitha constructs all her sentences in the modem Romance fashion, while in 

Terence we find ut clauses with ut in first position, in second or 'hidden' first position, in 

third and even in fourth position. We will also look into the position of die verb in relation 

to ut Of die 118 sentences containing ut , ut (...) ne and ne clauses that I analyze in 

Terence's A ndria there are 71 with ut in first position; 30 in second position or first 'hidden' 

17 For further information on in in Terence see Bennett: 1982:106-115, also 142, 189-90, 235-263, and 297. 
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position; 4 in third position; and 3 in fourth position. Hie 27 clauses analyzed in Hrotsvitha's 

Calimuhus have ut exclusively in first position. 

3.2. Ut Position 

In the following lines I illustrate what I have stated in 3.1 with some examples from 

A ndria. I have also highlighted the verb in the clause to pave die way for the other aspect of 

my argument, which follows shortly. Hie {} indicates grouping into a constituent. I only 

indicate the ones necessary for my discussion. 

3.2.1. First Position 

Andr. 1.1.55 

Si quodplerique orrnes faaunt adulescentuli, 
[ut {anirmrn} {adaliquodstudium} adiungant, out equcs 
ctkreaut canes adwnandumautadpbilosqpbcs], 
hmmilkrdegv^praetercEtera 
stucMxaatar?^na77mhaecnsdiooiter. 
SL - he behaved as all young lads tend to do, involving themselves in some pursuit 
like breeding horses or hounds or studying philosophy. However, he didn't pursue 
any one of these things in particular but all of them in moderation. 

According to this translation this ut should be at the beginning of the sentence 'ut 

quod...' and should be translated into 'as' 

Andr. 25.431 

By. renuntiabo, [utpro hoc nulo rrifin det mdurnj. 
By. I'll report back; bad news for him means bad news for me. 

Andr. 1.1.135 

Si(...) turn illa,[ut eonsuetumfaale amorem cerneresj, 
raedtseineumflens quamfcmiliariteH 
Si. She fell into his arms and wept. It was such an intimate scene—you could readily 
see mat they were lovers. 
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3.2.2. Second Position 

In the following sentences the ut is in all cases in second position if we count 

constituents, but if we count words, it is in third position. Notice that in all the cases the first 

position is taken by a prepositional phrase. 

Andr. 1.1.35-7 

Si egypcstquam te erri, [{a parwb} ut senper tibi 
{apudnv} { iusta et damns) fuerit serdtus] 
sets, fid [{ex servo} ut esses libertusjf...) 
Si. Ever since I bought you, when you were a small child, you know how just and 
kind I have been to you as a master. You were my slave, but I gave you your 
freedom (...) 

Ank 3.3.547-9 

Chr. sedsi ex ea re plus mtlist quam corrrmdi 
utrique, idomte[{incomntme} ut consulasj, 
quasi si ilia tua sit Pamphilique eg) simpater. 
Chr. But if it is going to cause them both more harm than good, I beg you to look to 
our common interest, as if she were your daughter and Pamphilus my son. 

3.2.2.1. Hidden First Position 

If we take a closer look at the ut clauses with the conjunction in second position that 

do not fall in any of the categories stated above, we can see that the word preceding ut is 

always in that initial position for emphasis. In other words it has been fronted for focus. 

2nd Position: Fronting for focus 

Andr. 5.3.879 

Si. adecfnj inpotend essefanmv utpraaerckium 
morsnaique kgmet sui wluntatempatrisj 
tamnbanchaberestudeat cumsunrwprvbmjf 
Si. How can he be so headstrong as to defy social custom and the law and the wishes 
of his own father? He's derermined to have this woman whatever the disgrace. 
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What can be seen in the sentence above is that ammo has been placed in first position 

to place stress on the personal -willfulness of the young man, as against collective morality. In 

modem Romance languages ammo must have preceded or followed surmv probnx Probably, 

this would have been also the order of a phrase without any sort of emphasis in the language 

of the time. 

3.2.3. Third Position 

Andr. 1.1.168-70 

Si nunctuomt cffiaum[{has} {bens} ut adsimules nuptiasj, 
pertemfaaas Dawm, observesfHium 
quid ago, quid ami illo oonsili captet 
Si. Now it is your job to maintain the pretence of die marriage, scare Davus off, and 
keep an eye on my son's doings and on any plan the two of them conceive. 

Andr. 22.349 

Da.(...) id paws [tie due as tu Ulanf;[{tu} {autern} ut due as]. 
Da. You are in panic in case you have to marry her, and (to Charinus) you're in one in 
case you can't. 

Andr. 2.6.456 

Si. egof{istaec} {rede} utfiant] vdero. 
Si. I will see that it's put right. 

3.2.4. Fourth Position 

Andr. 1.1.157 
Si. et nunc id operamdo, [utperfalsas nuptias 
iera obiur^tndi causa sit, si deneget]: 
sirndsoderatu'Daw'siquidoorisUi 
habet, [ut consurmt nunc quart nil obsint ddi\; 
quemegpo^mtnibu'pedilM'quecbnixeonvM 
Jaaurw7%[{rrngs}{id}{adeonibi} utincommodet 
quam ut obsequatur giatc]. 
Si. And that's my purpose now with this pretended marriage, to create a valid reason 
for rebuking him if he refuses. At die same time, mat rascal Davus will use up 
whatever scheme he has now when his tricks can do no harm. I'm sure he'll strive 
with might and main, doing everything he can—and that more to annoy me dian to 
serve my son's interests. 
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Andr. 4.2.705 

Da. [cbes[hfcl rri ut sati'sit] lerwr 
adagndum, neutcucmessermrruncadmrrandwncredos. 
Da. I'm afraid it'll take me all day to cany it out, so you needn't think I've the time to 
explain it. 

If we go through all the examples above and focus on the position of the verb in the 

ut clause we can conclude that Terence basically has two ways of placing die verb: when ut is 

in first position or in hidden first position the verb can be separated from the former but if 

ut is in any odier position the verb follows ut immediately. We can explain this fact more 

simply as follows: 

1st Position # # ^ . . . . V 

2nd Position ##[ \put .... V (or hidden first position) 

Other Position ##[ \p [ ^..-utY 

In Hrotsvitha's Calimachus, ut is to be found only in first position. Some examples 

follow: 

Call 6.1.3 
Fortunatus- Corpus adhuc integrum mznet- [ut rear]- quia run langtore exesum sed lezifut 
experiebare febre est sdutwrf-
Fortu. The body remains intact so far, as I believe, because she has not been 
consumed by disease but she was taken by light fever. 

Oil 92.11 

Andnrddrus- Ickoarrinfut dde$rrvrtesuntconsurrpti- neef/ktumadnimlrarentscderi-
Andro. So, as I see, both were consumed by death before they executed the heinous 
crime. 

This sentence has the same word order of modem Italian and Spanish. 
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3.3. ita ...ut 

Another factor pushes Hrotsvitha further away from her model: in Terence, the 

main clause occasionally contains ita anticipating the ut clause as in the examples below while 

in Hrotsvitha's Calimuhus ita is never found18. 

Andr. 1.1.146-9 

Si (...) eg) illudsedulo 
negwefactum ilk instat factum dernque 
ita turn discedo ab illo, [ut qui sefiliam 
negt daturum}. 
Si. I strenuously denied that this was die case. He insisted that it was the case. In the 
end we parted with the understanding that he was withdrawing his consent to his 
daughter's marriage. 

Andr. 5.4.949 

Pa. odeuxore, ita[utpossedi], nil nrutat Chr&res?. 

Pa. As for my wife, given I'm in possession, I presume Chremes has no objection? 

3.4. Ut.. non Clauses 

Andr. 2.3.394 

DA. (...) patri die idle, ut, quom idit, tibi iure irasci non queat 
DA. (...)Tell your father you're willing, so that he can't rightly be angry at you 
whenever he chooses. 
We find ut nan only once in A ndria while in Calirrwhus which is almost half its length, 

we find four examples. 

Gdi.8.13 
A ndrcmhus- Hocdeost tidsanctitatem [ut non oUhiscaris inteeonfidentem]-
Andro.- It is suitable to your holiness not to forget the one who trusts you. 

1S There are some ita construaions in other plays by Hrotsvitha but the particle is always placed immediately before ut 
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3.5. NuUus-nulla 

As in the example above, in the next sentence, Hrotsvitha detaches herself from her 

model constructing sentences which express negation not with ne, as in Terence's usual 

pattern, nor with non, which is rare in Terence but is her more common pattern, but rather 

through die use of radius and nulla. 

Call 9.13.23-4 

Calimuhus- Displiost arm quod fed, in tartum[ut nullus arrvr, nulla wluptas sit vhendi-
nisi renatus in Cbristo nrrear in melius transmttarij-
Cali.- All I have done displeases me so much, for no love, no pleasure is to be lived if 
I have not been reborn in Christ, may I deserve change for die best. 

3.6. Ut ...ne Clauses 

There are two purpose clauses introduced by ut... neinA ndria. 

Andr. 1.5.259 

Pa. (...) aliquidjaceremfut hoc ne facerenj. 
Pa. (...) I would be doing something else so as to avoid doing this. 

Andr. 4.2.699 

Pa. si potentfieri [ut ne pater per rmstetisse credat] 
quo rrinus haefierent nuptiae, wlo;(..). 
Pa. If it's possible to convince my father diat it's not my fault diat the wedding's 
called off, that's what I wish; (...) 

According to Shipp19 "as sometimes even in Cicero; ne was in origin simply a 

negative particle (...); it became a subordinating conjunction by die reduction of ut ne to ne. 

In Cdimuhus there are two similar constructions to be analyzed of which one 

follows: 

Gzli. 1.1.17 

Calimiobus- A eosdarrus in seavtiora loot- ne quis superwniens- interrumpat dwenda-
Cab". Let's get into a secret place, lest someone coming interrupts what is to be 

' Shipp, G.P.: 144: 2002 
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said 

The use of ne here is the same as in Terence: subjunctive of purpose; the only 

difference is the word order which is exactly as the order of Romance languages except of 

"in seaetkra km" which should be ' 'in loot seouiara ". 

3.7. Different uses of Ut in Hrotsvitha 

I stated in 3.1 that ut introduces subordinated conjunctions of various types. I also 

argued diat ut is always in first position in Hrotsvitha's Calimuhus. The following examples 

support my argument. 

3.7.1. Ut-Temporal Subordinating Conjunction 

Cali. 2.1.1 
Amici- Aeqmtm est- [ut convrurdaOa imicem eonpassicmf patiarrur qwcquid imaaque 
nostrum utriusque erentufortunae ingratur 
Friends. It is equal, what fortune may hold for one of us alternatively, once it has 
been informed to one another, we may endure the sorrow together. 

3.7.2. Ut - Subordinating Conjunction Introducing Reason 

Cali 5.1.21 
Iohannes- Deozt[ut tumuleturhonorific^- (...) 
John. It is proper that she should be buried honorably. (...) 

3.7.3. Ut - Subordinating Conjunction Introducing Consequence 

Cali 6.1.2 
Calimuhus- Ineo- [ut id rrartuamme facias ziderej-
Cali. In this: that you make me see die dead. 

Call 9.13.1 
Gdimtdms • (...) « Calimuhe norm [ut iivas]!» 
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Cali. (...) "Calimachus, die so that you may live!" 

3.7.4. Ut - Subordinating Conjunction Introducing Indirect Command 

Cali 9.7.3 
A ndrorncus- Verumage iambeateJohannes, qwdacturus es- facfut resuscitetur Calimuhus-
quosdzuturbumrnxiambigdtatis nodus]-
Andro. Then, blessed John, now do what is to be done: resuscitate Calimachus so 
that the knot of this ambiguity can be solved. 

3.7.5. Ut - Subordinating Conjunction Introducing Indirect Purpose 

Cali 9.11.7 
Iahannes- Quae dementia- quae rr&araa te de&pit- [ut aistis praesumeres fragmttis alicuius 
irmtnam oon/erre dehonestatis]? 
John. What craziness, what insanity made you believe that you could take unfair 
advantage of the chaste by dishonoring them? 

3.7.6. Ut - Comparative 

Call 9.12.12 
Iahannes- Num. triplid infortumo adeo irfdix effectus es- [ut nefas quod iduisti perfwere 
posses]? 
John. Now, were you so unhappy in your triple calamity as to be able to accomplish 
the crime you wanted to? 

3.7.7. Ut - Subordinating Conjunction Introducing Indirect Wish 

Cali 9.20.21 
A ndromdm- (...) Quis auderet credere? quisle praesurreM sperare- [ut bunc, quern crirnincsis 
internum zitiis mors invenit- et imentumabstulit- tuimseratioad'dtamexdtare- advsraam 
digjaretwreparare]? 
Andro. Who would have believe? Who would have presumed to hope that a man 
who intended reproachful vices would raise from death and through your mercy 
would come up to life having the dignity of repairing? 

3.8. Conclusion 

As we can see from all the examples analyzed above, Hrotsvitha was weD aware of all 

the semantic possibilities of the ut and the ut (.. )ne subordinating constructions, and in fact 
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she used k in most possible ways; what she did not dare or was not able to do was to place it 

wrdi different word order as Terence used to do. There is a possibility, as stated above when 

discussing possessive adjectives, that she was not able to keep the freedom evident in 

Terence, but it is also possible diat she chose to keep a rather modem order as she wanted 

her audience to understand her writings easily. 

Going through all her sentences, we can see that not a single ut clause alters the ut-'m-

first-position-order. We can also see that the verb governed by ut enjoys a much freer 

situation. This should not lead us to believe that Hrotsvitha succeeded in imitating her 

model, since in most Romance languages even today, and especially in poetry and in refined 

prose, the order widiin the subordinated clause is characterized by a greater degree of 

freedom. Thus, we can affirm that in regard to ut clause word order, Hrotsvitha writes with 

Latin words utilizing Romance language word order. In this, she clearly distinguishes herself 

from Terence. 
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Chapter 4- Division and Development of Scenes 

4.1. Introduction 

It is perhaps when we try to compare Hrotsvitha's Calimuhus with the presentation 

and the development of scenes widi Terence's A ndria togedier widi the everyday language 

used by die different characters tliat we find the most evident difference between the two 

audiors. I choose the word evident because we do not need to make a deep analysis of die 

language in order to see that die dialogue among characters in Gdimuhus is very straight 

forward and diat they give us the feeling of being in a vacuum. It is only logic that this 

should be the case as Terence used die street language diat was spontaneous, colloquial and 

varied in idiolects in order to imitate the many characters that represented die different 

layers of society so that he could create the right atmosphere and die appropriate dramatic 

effect. By contrast, Hrotsvitha most probably used the Latin spoken and read in the 

monastery, which was die Latin from the Bible and odier religious books of her day, as 

argued in previous chapters. 

The language of Terence was the typical language of Con&£a Togzta, easy to imitate 

for an artist who must have observed people around him to later create his characters20. On 

die other hand, we know that die religious people in the monasteries spoke Latin until last 

century, but we must bear in mind that the language had evolved enormously, and by die 

10 Century almost every Romance language had already shaped Latin into a form that was 

closer to the languages we speak today than to Terence's Latin of the II century BC The 

Latin of the monasteries was influence by the Romance languages that were spoken in much 

of Western Europe. Thus, we could say that by Hrotsvitha's time there were already two 

20 See Ksrakasis: 2000 
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kinds of Latin interacting: the spoken and the written. Of course, we can argue that die latter 

was strongly influenced by die former. 

In addition, we must bear in mind diat die playwrights of Classical Rome who wrote 

in verse and with very sophisticated language, just as the writers of die Greek Tragedy, and 

later on, the writers of opera lyrics, all had access to natural language resources which were 

simply not available for Latin in medieval monasteries. In diat setting the lexicon, among 

odier things, was largely reduced to vocabulary needed for the treatment of liturgical and 

religious matters. 

In Hrotsvitha's plays it is rarely stated where the characters are, if there are odier 

people in the scene, or how much time has passed between one scene and the next. 

Hrotsvitha makes her characters speak only what is absolutely necessary enable the audience 

to follow the main story. Contrary to what we find in Terence's and odier Roman plays, 

diere are no greetings or goodbyes, practically no references to what characters are going to 

do next, so it is very difficult for a reader to imagine the setting of each scene by reading the 

play21. 

In a way diis style could be considered as die first sprouts of modem movie plots, 

where it is often not explained to the viewer what die characters are about to do, or where 

they are about to go, but almost always die audience still understands. The difference 

between the two genres is that when watching a movie, die viewers have lots of visual aids 

that help them place the scene. They can see die place, all die characters diat participate or 

witness the scene, and the non-verbal communication among characters - all tilings diat in 

Hrotsvitha are not even indicated22. Moreover, the lack of dramatic skill on Hrotsvitha's 

21 For more information on stage conventions in Terence time see Barsby 2001:6-12 
22 Much has been said about whether or not Hrotsvitha's plays were produced but that is not a point I will discuss here. However, even if 
the answer is negative, we must say that the lack of information to the reader is evident. 
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part is evident by the way she divides the scenes. We know that what causes the change of 

scenes is the change of characters (their arrival or departure), but in Cdirmdjus we can see 

that this is not the case: the two first scenes should have been one, the third and fourth 

should be scene 2 and scene 4 should have been two different scenes, one whh Drusiana's 

soliloquy to God and the next one should have been reserved for Andronicus' lament 

exclusively. The length of die scenes is also very unbalanced: the first scene in Hrotsvitha's 

has 9 lines, and the second 27, the two first scenes adding up only 36 lines. In these two 

scenes, we get to know that Calimachus loves Drusiana who is married to Andronicus, and 

they both keep chaste. In A ndria, by contrast, the first scene is the longest of the play, it has 

205 lines. In these lines Terence tells the audience all it needs to know to get them involved 

in the story. I will develop this idea somewhat further below. 

Another interesting aspect to consider is that there are no instances of characters 

overhearing others, interruptions or cue -indicating last words said by characters when they 

are going to be interrupted -because this never happens. Neither do we find the expressions 

typically uttered by a character when somebody is approaching, as we find so frequently in 

Terence's plays. The exclamations to express self pity or threats are very different, too. There 

is also difference between Hrotsvitha and Terence in the use of vocabulary as we will see 

below. 

This uniformity in the way they speak makes the characters impersonal and defaced. 

They all use the same words; there are no differences in speech between sinners and 

virtuous, between men and women, between messages directed to celestial beings or those 

directed to the object of the most abject passion. As a result of this lack of subtlety in the 

choice of words, together with the absence of character description, the nun's style ends up 

being as impersonal as that of religious treatises. Her characters are so dry and deprived of 
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personality that it is impossible for the reader to believe them, or feel any sort of emotion 

regarding them. 

I analyze the different aspects I have just mentioned following the order they are 

presented in Calimuhus so as to make the reading easier. 

4.2. Scenes, Characters and Language 

4.2.L Scene 1 

In the first scene in Calimuhus it can be seen that there is no signs on which to 

imagine the background while in A ndria, with Simo's first exchange in the opening scene 

Terence gives us the clear idea that they are outside the house and from the dialogue 

Terence puts in the mouths of his characters we can easily picture the scene: slaves taking 

things inside, indicated by Simo saying 'Vcs istaec mtm au/erte: abite.' 'You, take those things 

into the house'. We can also see Sosia among the other servants coming towards his master 

when he is addressed: "Sosia ades dum ponds te tola' 'Sosia, stop here: I want a few words with 

you'. 

Thus, in less than two lines, Terence has successfully set the scene. We can picture 

the house from outside; we can imagine the slaves taking some objects inside as well as Simo 

Calling for Sosia, and the latter walking towards his master. 

Nothing similar happens in Calimuhus,although Hrotsvitha uses the same formula in 

her very first line: Calimuhus says 'Ponds ws, arrid wlo'. However, we do not know where 

Calimuhus and his friends are, or how long they have been together. We could assume they 

are in the street because Calimuhus says: '.... Vcs interim sequestrari aliorum a coUegoJ 'In the 

meantime, I will take you from the presence of others.' From this we may assume they are in 

a public place, but which? The idea of the public place is reinforced by A oxdarms in secretiora 
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loco, ne aliquis supervemens intemonpat dkenda.' 'Let's go to a secret place lest somebody who 

comes interrupts what is to be said.7 As I said above, unlike in Andria, we do not know 

whether, when Calimachus utters die first sentence of the play, he was already with his 

friends, or he was arriving and that was his greeting statement. Nothing is explained or 

evident. 

Another noteworthy point is tliat although the word 'friends' is in the plural, we do 

not know how many characters there are present in the scene; apparently only one speaks 

widi Calimachus, as we cannot assume that they answer to him in a chorus. This doubt 

remains unresolved, for if we go back to 'Poods ws, arrid wfo', we might think it possible that 

arrid is in the genitive singular. However, all translations I have come across show arrid as 

plural vocative, presumably since it is difficult to see how the genitive singular could be 

construed in such an utterance. 

On the other hand, his friends invite him to participate in their conversation 'nostro 

cdlcquio' and 'nobis est sequendwrt, 'it is for us to follow'. Probably, Hrotsvidia tried to make 

the scene livelier by adding more characters, but she was not able to handle the conversation 

among all of them. She did not even identify Calimachus' friends by their names, while all 

the characters in Andria do have a name, even the ones that are never in die scene, and only 

refered to. The scene in Hrotsvitiia ends widi the friends' exchange 'Ut libet', 'As you like' 

which is line 9. It is a really short scene, but it is not unlike Hrotsvitha to create such scenes, 

as we will see. 

4.2.2. Scene 2 

In the next scene Calimachus explains to his friends his love for Drusiana. Akhough 

the scene has 27 lines, the conversation Calimachus has with his friends does not describe 
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Drusiana through Calimachus' eyes. Most of the scene goes lost in a guessing game of the 

friends trying to understand who Calimachus' object of love is, instead of describing the 

woman or narrating the circumstances in which Calimachus fell in love with her. All the 

reader knows by the end of the scene is that Drusiana is 'Rem pukhram, rem wnustam.' 

'Something beautiful, something charming'. And that she is married to prince Andronicus 

and has been baptized: '...est lota baptisrmte.'. This lack of description of Drusiana's feminine 

qualities coincides with the fact that in scene three, when Calimachus is in front of her and 

explains why he loves her, all he can say is 'Uapukhrito' 'Your beaut/. 

In Calimachus description of Drusiana, we can easily feel the stiffness of the 

language and the lack of experience in the life outside the monastery on the part of 

Hrotsvitha. Moreover, there are no exclamations or interjections; neither do we come across 

parenthetical expressions or interruptions, so typical of speech filled with emotion, and so 

frequent in Terence. This lack of expressivity makes Calimachus a very poorly developed and 

not credible character, for he is supposed to be a lustful, willing-to-sin-character, who, 

however, for some reason speaks to the object of his passion using the words that a pious 

man uses when speaking to God23. 

It is important to remember that the word pukhram has the same root of the Spanish 

words pulcro, clean -a synonym of immaculate-, pulir, to polish, and the Italian word ptdito, 

clean and pidire, to clean24. It is very suggestive that Hrotsvitha would choose such a word to 

describe a virgin. However, she uses lenusta the same as Terence uses to describe Glycerium. 

If we compare the above to the way Simo describes the two women to Sosia; Chrisydis 

'egrega fanru atque aOate integra' 'distinguished look and in the prime of life' meaning fully 

2~- The reader could argue that Hrotsvitha does not use other words because she does not want to offend her pious audience but if this 'was 
the case she should have never conceived the idea of necrophilia. 
2* According to Emout and A. Meillet: 1979 the word puldxr did not stay in the Romance languages and it was replaced by the words bdhe 
and fonrnus but if this is true 1 find it very strange that all three languages adopted the same word later on and with the same meaning. 
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developed; and then Glycerium '... achdescentdarn farm...? 'the look of an adolescent' 

interrupted by Davos' emotion: 'Bonafatassd ' That could be good' and he goes on: cet xultu, 

Scsia, acho mocksta, acko wnusto, ut... nihil supra? 'And die face, Sosia, so modest, so beautiful, 

nodiing could be better' and he goes further yet '... quia eratfarra praeter oeteras honesta ac 

liberali...' 'because her look was more honest and freer dian the others'. In these lines 

Terence serves himself with anacoktthon to express the endiusiasm of two men towards the 

beauty of young women. This could not be more different that die words of Calimachus, 

even diough he is burning for his beloved, according to his friends: '...ea ipsa quamardes'. We 

do not know if Hrotsvitha chose die word anks to remind die reader that that kind of 

passion is condemned to afterlife burning in hell or because it is the only way she can 

express how Calimachus feels towards Drusiana. Not once is an anacoluthon to be found in 

Calimuhus, although it is a very effective and common literary device to express strong 

emotions. 

Again, in diis scene in Calirmchus, we have no idea of where the characters are, and 

nowhere in die play is there any kind of explanation on how the characters know each odier. 

This is very different from A ndria, where Terence skillfully goes on with the same first scene 

and makes Simo praise Sosia, while reminding him that he has granted him freedom, 

probably to let die public know what die relationship among them is, and what kind of story 

they share. 

On the other hand, still in scene one, Simo explains about the false wedding he is 

organizing for his son, but in a way that the story unfolds in diree dimensions: the present, 

the future, and the past. He explains to Sosia how he feels about his son, while the audience 

gets to know what Pamphilus is like, and what the feelings die two of them have towards 

one another are. The whole past, in all its many layers (life before Chrisidys funeral, her 
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death, what happened during her funeral and after as well), and almost all the important 

characters are presented in the first scene. At die same time Terence has the characters 

discuss future events in a way that, already from the very beginning, permits the audience to 

start having feelings for all of the characters, and, indeed, to begin taking sides regarding the 

conflicts to come. 

4.23. Scene 3 

Calimachus' exchange almost at the end of die previous scene \..ipsamadiboewsqi4e 

ammo rm amorem bkmdimentis persuackbo' 'I'll go to her in person and I will persuade her of my 

love widi my charms and feelings' suggests that the place where the scene takes place is not 

far from Drusiana's. However, we do not know whetlier Drusiana is by herself or with 

somebody else. It is only in die fifth scene diat die reader gets to know that there are 

witnesses to die conversation (I explain this point in 42.5). 

Once in front of Drusiana, Calimachus explains why he loves her but all he can say is 

ctm pddmto'. Nothing else is stated by Calimachus about die reason of his love for Drusiana. 

Later on when he expresses self-pity, he does not say the very common in Terence 'Me 

rrisero' but 'Pro dolor', another very Christian expression, like die one in the end of the scene 

'Pro deumatque honimtmfidem!' 'In die name of God and the men's faidi!'. It is very different 

from die Pdhc, and Herdes repeated over and over in pre-Christian Andria. 

The opening line in scene 3 is'semo rrms ad te ....', 'my speech to you...' when 

Calimachus tries to talk to Drusiana about his love. It is worth remembering that the word 

serrrv in Romance languages is only used to indicate the speech of a priest during the 

religious service (semvn in Spanish, sermon in French, senrone in Italian). The word is nowhere 

to be found in A ndria; when people refer to speech or conversation they use different words, 
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Le. line 45 Sosia asks Simo 'qumtuum-verbo diequidest quodrneidis.', '"Why don't you tell me in 

a word what you want me to do?'. Further down in die same scene, in Terence, Simo tells 

Sosia diat he will tell everything to him by saying 'repraedico tiki'. And on line 22 even further 

Simo tells Sosia '.. .aprindpio audits','.. .first, listen'. The word sermo is not found in Andria. 

However Drusiana uses the word verba in the scene when she calls Calimachus off because 

she finds his words are mixed up with full devilish deception '.. .-wrba ecmriscere, quern sentio 

pknumdiaboliat deceptioneX3.52). 

Unlike in Andria, where die audience gets to know all die details on how Pamphilus 

and Glycerium met, die circumstances in which Calimachus and Drusiana met are unknown 

to the reader. Neidier do we know who Calimachus or his friends are: dieir social status, 

dieir age or any odier information that would help build die characters. 

4.2.4. Scene 4 

The fourth scene begins widi Drusiana by herself praying for her death. The 

language she uses to God before her deadi: \ . .intendsquempaWr ddorem''.. .see die pain that 

I suffer* (4.1.11) is exactly the same language Calimachus uses to talk to hen 'Pro dolor! 

(3.1.12). That is to say that die passion a man feels for a woman is expressed widi the same 

language a person uses to speak to God in Hrotsvidia's usage. 

In die same scene, and immediately after Drusiana's words to God, Andronicus 

appears complaining about die deadi of his wife and the reader is left widi a number of 

questions: Where was he? Was he a witness of the conversation between the two or has he 

just arrived? How much time has gone by between die deadi of his wife and the moment he 

finds her dead? The reader cannot answer these questions until later on as the story unfolds. 

As for the words used in the scene we find, here again, some differences: He does not say 
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'me rrisem', as it is so common in Andria, but 'nibi irfortunato' which is a very unlikely 

expression in Terence. In A ndria the word fortwu(s) is found three times but never with the 

prefix in It is as unlikely as his 'Germ, sanctumque Icharmemadwco', 'I run to fetch St. John'. If 

we compare how people are summoned in A ndria we find a very different set of expressions: 

Andr. 3.2.512 
Da. (...) iamprius se e Panphilo 
gnvdamdkuesseimEntw7stfalswn nunc, postquamiidet 
nuptias dmiadparari, missast ancilla itico 
oktetricemaccersitum ad earn etpuerum ut adferret simul 
Da. Some time ago she said that she was pregnant by Pamphikis; this has been sown 
to be false. Now, when she sees wedding preparations being made at home, she 
immediately sends her maid to summon the midwife and bring a baby at die same 
time. 

Andr. 3.3.546 
Cbr. (...) accersi tube. 
Chr. (...) have her fetched25. 

The word advoco does not appear in A ndria. 

4.2.5. Scene 5 

At die beginning of the scene diere are no indicators of where St. John and 

Andronicus meet and there are no greetings. However, diis lack of niceties is justified 

because die latter is crying. Nevertheless, die way St. John asks if Drusiana is dead is very 

Christian: Estne honine exuta? 'Has she been deprived of her humanity?' By contrast, Terence 

has his characters refer to deadi using the verb nvrior on 1.1.105 Simo tells Sosia diat'.. .this 

neighbor, Chrysis, dies' '...Cbrysis, liana haecnvritirf. In the last scene, when Crito tells how 

he knows Glycerium's origin, he tells diat the man*who took care of die girl died he uses die 

same verb '... is ih nvrtuost' (5.4.923). 

Chremes refers to his daughter. 
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As for the funeral, the word used by Terence is always fimus, ficneral while Hrotsvitha 

vises fioms but also exequias, a word never used by Terence. Both words are still in use in die 

Romance languages. Of course we find a difference on rites in the celebration of funerals, 

since pagan Chrysides is burned, while Drusiana is buried according to Christian rites. 

Still focusing on die vocabulary, we can see that the words 'tears' and 'weep' are 

repeated in Terence and in Hrotsvitha's plays, although die latter spells them with 'i' while 

the former, in keeping with Archaic Latin practice, with a 'u\ Compare Terence 1.1.109 

NormmjuamwnlacrTmtihtL''Somexknes he wept', and on 1.1.126 'Hincillaelaawrue... "That's 

why the tears!' In this word again we see the influence of the phonological evolution in 

Hrotsvitha: on 5.1.1 St. John asks Andronicus 'Gtrfluuntlacrirme? and on 5.1.6: 

Iohannes- Mtdtumdisoonwrit- utpro his ficndantur looms- qmmrnararras credmus laetari in 
requk-
John. It is very inconvenient that someone should shed tears for the souls of whom 

we believe rejoice in peace. 

Because of this phonological evolution the word 'tear5 in Spanish, Portuguese and 

Italian is spelled with 'i' la^rtmn, lagrirm and lacrirm. 

It is also in A ndria's scene 1 where the word peocau is used by Pamphilus and if we 

compare its meaning in this context widi the meaning given by Hrotsvidia we can easily see 

diat in Terence's times it meant 'mistake' while Hrotsvitha uses it with the same meaning it 

has today in our Romance languages: 'sin, to sin' Ital. pecmto, peaare, Sp. peauhpeatr, Fr.peche, 

pedoer. etc. 

If we turn our attention to Gdimuhs'plot, it is only when Andronicus tells St. John 

that he heard Drusiana praying for death, that we learn that he has been a witness. 

Nonetheless, we do not know how much he has heard. We suppose he must have heard 

everything, because to St. John's question as to the reason for her prayers, he answers that 

he'll explain later on, when he is less sick with grief. Compare to Davus '... at ego hinc rm ad 
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forum ut comeniam Parrphilw?% ne de hoc re pater inprmkntem cpprima.' '...I am off to the forum 

from here; I will meet the unaware Pamphilus so that his father doesn't take him by surprise 

on this subject' (1.3.226). 

At the end of the scene, St. John invites Andronicus to celebrate the funeral and he 

points out that they have a marble grave near there (5.1.18) Marrrvreum inprmirm sepukhrum 

habetw...' at least there is some reference to where the two men are headed. However, the 

reader does not participate in the funeral and in the next scene we find Fortunatus and 

Calimachus suddenly together. 

4.2.6. Scene 6 

In this scene, when Calimachus meets Fortunatus there have been no previous 

indications that Calimachus is going to see him or visit Drusiana's grave. As in earlier scenes 

discussed above, there are no words of greeting here; the two men start their conversation 

with the important part of the story, and when they do go to die grave, the reader is left with 

some unanswered questions such as: Where are they? How did they meet? Did they know 

each other before this encounter? Moreover, in scene 5, Andronicus' announces that 

Fortunatus shall guard Drusiana's grave. Then why does Fortunatus say 'let's go' if he is 

guarding her grave? Why is he far from it? And, how far do they go? 

As for the language, all the sentences uttered by the two men follow the Romance 

languages' word order except for the end of one uttered by Fortunatus (4.1.3) '(...) sedleri ut 

experiebare febre est sdutwn' where the words leu and febre should be one continuous 

constituent, i.e. led febre or febre leu. 

Now, for this scene and the next one I would like to add something that has no 

direct relationship to the study I am carrying out, but which I feel compelled to mention: In 
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her preface Hrotsvitha tells the readers that she writes her plays so that people will not have 

to read the lascivious pagan author, but nowhere in Terence is to be found a conception of 

love more perverted than we find at this point in Hrotsvitha's play. Hrotsvitha conceives of 

necrophilia. Where did she read about this? I dare say that her repression was so great that 

she may have dreamt of having some man take her without her being responsible, and this 

desire inspired her for the scene. This scene, even though the act was not accomplished, is 

die most perverted I have come across reading classical comedy. 

4.2.7. Scene 7 

In this short scene I would like to discuss two facts that are very telling, but at the 

same time samewhat contradictory. First of all, that all the sentences follow the Romance 

word order, and that the vocabulary is such that any person with good knowledge of a 

Romance language and some linguistic skills can understand the general meaning of the 

scene. At the same time, we find a sentence which is nearly an exact copy from Andria. 

Andr.2.1. 310 
By. age age, ut lubeL 
By. All right, all right, as you like. 

This is very much like Calimuhus' phrase: 7.1.15 

Fortunatus- (...) A butem ut libet-
Fortu. (...) Abuse as you like. 

The above is another example of the phonological change u>i26 mentioned in 4.2.5. 

-* Here again ] would like 10 add a comment on the development of the story. According to what has been going on until now, Fortunatus 
has just answered to Calimachus requirements, yet in this scene, Gdimachus accuses him of talking him into this atrocious did. There is 
some incoherence in the plot. 
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The other coincidence with Terence in this scene -unlike scene 5- is that all references to 

dying are expressed with different forms of die verb rnorior just as in A ndria. However, we 

should mention diat the word is still used in most Romance languages. ItaL rrvrte, rmrire, Sp. 

rruerte, rrvrir, Fr. nvrt, mourir, Port, rrvrte, rrurrer. 

4.2.8. Scene 8 

On die subject of die regional diversity of Latin Adams explains: 

Already in the last centuries BC in literary texts WE find a concept cfregional lariation 
well developed (...), along with a "dew that the Latin cfRorre had prestige whereas the 
Latin qfRorrnns such as rustics night ezen be corricaf7. 

The importance of this scene is that here we can see clearly that unlike Terence, or 

many other playrights contemporary to him, who has different idiolects according to social 

class, age and sex28, Hrotsvitha uses the same expressions for both sexes. It is difficult to say 

die same about social class, because we do not know anything about die social background 

or the status of Hrotsvitha's characters. St John calls for Jesus saying 'Dorrine Iesu...' just as 

Drusiana does in scene 4 when she asks for death. Likewise, when God appears in front of 

Andronicus and St. John, die saint describes him with the same adjective Oalimachus 

describes Drusiana in scene 2 and 3. The only difference is diat he uses the superlative for 

God. 'Ecce imisihilis Deus nobis apparet dsihilis, in puldoerrirri simlitudine imenis.' There! The 

invisible God makes himself visible for us in the beautiful appearance of a young man29.' 

Of course Hrotsvitha could not be familiar with the regional varieties of Latin die 

way Terence was, neither was she able to differentiate socialects since the Latin she was 

familiar with belong to only one class: the religious community. 

27 2007:2 
:s For more on idiolects in Terence see E. Karakasis 2005:5 & 101-120. 
-̂  We wonder here whether the nun describes God as a beautiful young man to make him more appealing to the nuns since all the images 
of Genesis that have been painted from the very early days of Christianity show a white haired and white beard old man. 
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4.2.9. Scene 9 

Scene 9 is the longest scene of all in Calimxhus. In fact it takes half of the play, and it 

is the most distant from Terentian style of all. It is in this scene where all the miracles take 

place: the appearance of God talking to St. John and Andronicus, Calimachus, Drusiana and 

Fortunatus' resurrections, the re-infestation of Fortunatus wounds, and with these events all 

the praises to the Lord and die condemnation of die sinner. 

It is in this scene where die amount of Christian religious words is overwhelming: 

cadistk gratiae (die word gratia appears in A rtdria but it is always referred to people while in 

Hrotsvidia ft is always celestial), constrictor, germ, ddeo, potior ddoris, ddente condokrs, paerntet, 

trasrmtari, dkinae, benedkta, redemption, psocatorum, resusdtet, among odiers. 

It is also here where we get to know diat Andronicus has heard the entire 

conversation between Drusiana and Calimachus, because when he and St. John see the 

bodies next to Drusiana's, he explains 'Coniecto quid sigpifiazL Is ipse Gtlirmobus Drusianam, dum 

tkhet, illiateamnit, quod ilia aegrejerers infebrempraetristitia imdit et rmrtemut wnret imitaut"! 

know what it means. This is Calimachus who loved Drusiana illegally when she was still 

alive; she suffered for this, she was taken by the fever as she invited deadi to come.' (9.1.21). 

Please, note diat here again, die construction takes die modem Romance order30. 

Regarding die coherence of Hrotsvitha's plot, it is difficult to believe diat in medieval 

times a man would discretely witness another man trying to seduce his wife instead of 

coming forward to her rescue. Moreover, further in the same scene, Andronicus expresses 

his surprise because Calimachus has seen his resurrection announced by the Divine Voice, 

while his accomplice has not. 'In hoc tarrm illudest id rmxime adrrirandum, curhuius queprauum 

:'° I must say that although this word order in Spanish and Italian is still found, it is very literary and not the first choice of speakers. 
However VS order is the rule in subordinated clauses. Some rules apply but as this is not the objective of this work 1 will not go any further 
with the explanation. 
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wltdtresusckartiq, migs quameius qui consensu, dhina sit laoepraenuntiata....' (92.16). How does he 

know this? "What are the signs the reader is left without? This kind of information gap is not 

found in Terence where everything is clearly explained through the dialogue among 

characters or through soliloquies to the audience. 

At this point it is worth noting that althought, as previously mentioned, there is a 

great number of words that have to do with Christianity, when Galimachus tells that the 

snake has bitten Fortunatus, Andronicus uses the same expression uttered by Sosia when 

Simo tells him about Chrysis' death in Andria 1.1.105 'Ofactumbene.!'. It seems as if the nun is 

trying to give some Terentian flavor to her all Christian Medieval composition. 

4.3. Conclusion 

As we can see from the above, Hrotsvitha is far from imitating Terentian style in her 

Calimuhus: None of the elements analyzed show anything in common with the Roman 

playwright. The length of the play is less than half, the division of scenes does not follow 

that of her model, the language is very different, although it is still Latin, and the plot is very 

far from the Terentian conception of playwriting. In Andria, we find the very first seeds of 

modem TV sitcom. Characters are funny, and each one of them has their unique 

characteristic. They make mistakes, there is confusion and misunderstanding, the narrative is 

colorful, all quite unlike what we find in Hrotsvitha's Calimuhus. The story in Andria starts 

years before the actual play begins, when Glycerium was taken away by her uncle and when 

Sosia was bought as a slave during his childhood. The time references are precise, and yet 

not indicated as something crucial, they appear casually and naturally when they are needed, 

lending more reality and solidity to the plot. Hrotsvitha's Ccdirmdw is a succession of scenes 

that have no foundation in past events. The few past events referred to during the play are 
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past within the play besides being incomplete and vague. However, the reader is not left 

wanting for more. Her characters and dialogues are so bland that we do not care to know 

more about them. The story is a straight line, no twists or turns, no intrigues as in A nchia. 

There is no emotion or credibility. The plot is so simple that it can be summarized in a few 

lines without leaving any detail unsaid: Calimachus is in love with Drusiana, a Christian 

virgin who keeps chaste even from her husband. After he confesses his lustful love to her, 

she prays for death and dies. Calimachus, sick with passion, wants to take her even though 

she is dead. God prevents him by killing him and Fortunatus, the accomplice, right before 

the deed. Finally, Drusiana's husband, Andronicus, and Iohannes, the saint, go to visit 

Drusiana's grave, and they find the three dead bodies. God appears for a few seconds to 

answer their questions, Calimachus is granted resurrection and is transformed into a devoted 

Christian, Drusiana comes also back to life by the grace of God and Fortunatus, after being 

resurrected and rejecting virtue, gets his wounds re-infested and dies again to bum in hell. 

But Calimachus' soul has been gained to the glory of God. End of the play. No details were 

left unsaid. 

Evidently, the objective of Hrotsvkha was not to give us a vivid development of the 

story or an accurate description of characters but to praise the virtue of her chaste and 

Christian characters, and to warn the audience against the lascivious thoughts which would 

condemn them to hell. But if her goal was to imitate the pagan author Terence, as she 

claimed, her work is far from satisfactory. 
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CHAPTER 5 - Closed Categories and Infinitives 

5.1. Introduction 

5.1.1. Closed Categories 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, Hrotsvkha did not have the rich creativity 

or the wealth of resources needed to make her plays as varied and lively as Terence had done 

twelve centuries before her. We have already discussed the vocabulary and the lack of depth 

in her unidimensional narrative, as well as the absence of time and space references. These 

words and expressions are one of the close category groups that I discuss below. 

As a result of die limitation on die part of die nun her text seems to be lacking a 

large number of references to time and place, as well as exclamations, interjections, 

indeclinable words, and very many devices used in colloquial language. 

In what follows, I will present evidence concerning die use of infinitives, time and 

place markers, as well as prepositions in our texts. I go over die two plays and provide some 

statistics comparing die use of diese elements in both texts. Not surprisingly, it is when we 

turn our attention to die use of prepositions diat we find most of the coincidences between 

die two audiors. 

5.1.2. Infinitives 

In Romance languages die use of the infinitive is mostly reduced to several patterns: 

(1) infinitives can be preceded by a verb diat includes die subject information or by bodi an 

explicit subject and die verb; (2) infinitives can be preceded by a preposition; (3) infinitives 

can also be used as die subject of another verb; or (4) infinitives can be found as the verb in 

a sentential direct object. 
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However, in Terence we find 15 different surface patterns, as well as some other 

constructions where the absence of a higher verb, its distance from the infinitive or even die 

presence of more than one verb makes it difficult to conclusively determine the structure of 

the clause (see example 5). This does not happen in Hrotsvidia's Calimachus where die 

further distance between tlie infinitive and its referent is only one constituent apart as in (6). 

(1) a. It. (L va/L ei) d afatto s ofrire rrdta 
b. Sp. (Elk/El) nos ha hecho sufrir nucha 
c. Port. (Elbi/Elba)matoncsfczsofrer. 
d. Fr. (Il/Elie nous a fait beauooup souffrir. 

He/she made us suffer a lot31. 

(2) a. It. Ho dmentkatodiparlare an Maria. 
b. Sp. Me he dvdadodehablaranMaria. 
c. Fr. J'ai aMie deparier a Marie. 
d. Port. Eu esqueze defalar oomMaria. 

I forgot to talk to Maria 

(3) a. It. Fumarefa mile a la salute. 
b. Sp. Fumar es rmlopara la salad 
c. Fr. Fum erfait mil a la same. 
d. Port. Fumar e ruin pra a saude. 

Smoking is harmful to your health. 

(4) a. It. L 'ho ustopiangere. 
b. Sp.Lohe listo Uorar. 
c. Fr./e? I'ai lipleurer. 
d. Port. Eu o ii chorar. 

I have seen him cry. 

(5)Andr. 1.5.253 

Pa. nam quidegpdiaimde patrd ah 
tantarme rem tarn ne^egenter agere! 
Pa And my father, what am I to say of him? Think of his handling a matter 
of all this consequence in that off-hand way! 

", Please, notice the difference in order of the adverb mato in Portuguese and b&mcarp in French. They are a residue of the much freer Latin 
word order. 
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(6) Call 3.1.25 
Drusiana- Quidrrmtm'idis Griimxhe- {sermornbus} agere idxnwTteradniror 
Dm. Why should you want to have conversation with me, Calimachus; I'm 
strongly astonished. 

In the example (5), we cannot determine the higher verb for agw because there is no 

higher verb. We can define the subject of die infinivite as being poire because of die context. 

Unlike Terence, Hrotsvidia never constructs a sentence widi an infinitive diat refers to a 

subject or a verb outside its limits in her Cdimtdms. In die example (6) die infinitive is only 

one constituent apart from its referent and it is die subject of die sentencial direct objet of 

the verb vdis. 

Anodier important aspect of infinitives is that in Latin diere were six different types 

of infinitives: The Active Infinitives: Present: arrure, Perfect: armrisse, and Future: armtuntm, 

and die Passive Infinitives also Present: amm, Future: amttitm in, and Perfect: armtwn esse, 

while in Romance languages known to me diere is only die Present infinitive active. In tins 

section, I compare the use of infinitives by the two authors and draw my conclusions based 

in part on the elements of die Romance languages which I have mentioned above32. 

5.2. Closed Categories 

5.2.1. Time and Place Markers - Indeclinable Forms 

There are a number of indeclinable forms diat are non existent in FIrotsvidia's 

writing, due to her narrative style. We have already gone through die way she presents her 

scenes. Unlike Terence, she does not need some time markers, since diey are needed only to 

unfold the stories in different directions and along different time dimensions, which 

•"* Bennett 1910:367-427 explains very well the different functions of infinitives in Early Latin and he exemplifies in detail all of 
them -RTth data from different authors. 
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Hrostvitha does not do. Thus iam, turn, pastquarn, numquarn, intern, pcstridie, and denique she 

does not use anywhere near as much as her model does. 

Compare the richness of this exchange: 

Andr. 1.1.144 
Si wit ChrmES postridie admedamitans: 
mdignonfadnu'; comperisse Panphilum 
pro uxore habere hancpereginam eg) illudsedulo 
negirefactum ilk instatfactum denique 
ita turn discedo abitto,utqui sefiliam 
ne^tdaturum 
Si. Cremes came to me the next day making a terrible fuss. It was outrageous, he 
said. He'd discovered that Pamhilus was treating this foreign woman as a wife. I 
strenously denied that this was the case. He insists that this was the case. In the end 
we parted with the understanding that he was withdrawing his consent to his 
daughter's marriage. 

In just six lines and only one exchange, all these expressions regarding time and place 

make the dialogue natural, rich and credible. There are two time markers that place us 

exactly where we need to be. On die contrary, there is not a single sentence in Hrotsvitha's 

Calbradms to which we can compare it. The best example is die one on 7.1.14 when 

Fortunatus tells Calimachus that he can take Drusiana's corpse because it does not look as a 

cadaver and her limbs have not yet decayed. In this case, as in all the others, the reader is left 

widiout knowing if Drusiana is still uncorrupted by death because she died a few minutes 

ago, or because she is the object of a miracle. cEcoe corpus: nee fades cadawrosa, nee membra sunt 

taUda;utereutlibe£.' 

Likewise, Calbmchus text lacks place markers that we find so frequently in A ndria: 

quorsum, ibi, ubi, turn, inde, as well as expressions typical of colloquial conversation such as sic, 

imm, ita, tarn, etis, hem, em, item, num that make the exchanges among characters livelier. Such 

expressions are repeated over and over again in Terence's dialogues. 
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5.2.2. Prepositions 

It is when we turn our attention to the use of prepositions that we find most of the 

coincidences between the two authors. However, this coincidence is not due to Hrotsvitha's 

skills in imitating Terence. 

Prepositions have existed for millennia and some of them have come down almost 

untouched and unmodified from die Indo-European language until today. Not only have 

tliey survived but they contributed to the whole evolution of Latin to the Romance 

languages. Because of their great versatility, they can be found in many syntactic positions, 

functioning not only as prepositions, but also as prefixes and preverbs. They occur in both 

pre- and post-position. Some of them have become adverbs. And even though some of 

them have been phonologicalry modified, their semantic load is intact33. Thus, we could 

argue without reservation that die use of die prepositions on Hrotsvitha's part is the result 

of following the general trend, rather than her desire to imitate Terence. Nontheless, the nun 

managed to modify things here too: Terence uses 15 prepositions of which Hrotsvitha uses 

10. On the other hand, in her Calimuhus she uses 6 that are not present in Terence' A ndrut 

The chart in the next page illustrates the number of prepositions in both plays: 

References: 

* Prepositions only found in Terence 

** Prepositions only found in Hrotsvitha 

5? For more information about prepositions see Baldi (1999) & (1979), Coleman (1991), Cousin (1944), Emout and Thomas (1964), Gaeng 
(1984), Janson (2004), Klausenburger (2000)JLapesa (1985), Lehmann (1983), Lofsted (1959), Meilkt (1928), Norberg (1980), Palmer 
(1954), Rosen (1999), and Theorei (1982) 
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In Terence: 

1. ab(s)-ac-
2. ad-
3. ant(e) -
4. apud* 
5. (me)(te)cum — 
6. d e -
7. ex-
8. in-
9. inter- intro- intu'* 
10. ob* 
11. per-
12. praeter* 
13. pro-
14. propter-
15. sin- sine-
16. usque* 

In Hrotsvitha: 

1. a-ab-
2. ad-
3. ante -
4. (me)(te)cum -
5. d e -
6. ex-
7. in-
8. inter-
9. kxta** 
10. per
i l , post** 
12. prae** 
13. pro-
14. propter** 
15. sin- sine 
16. sub** 
17. super** 
18. ultra** 

For this subject, besides looking into Ccdirmdms, I looked into all Hrotsvitha's plays 

and the chart in the next page shows her complete use of prepositions. 

Looking at the chart in the next page and casting a superficial glance at Spanish, 

Italian, French, and Portuguese prepositions, we can say without error that the prepositions 

the nun did not use or used very rarely are the ones that do not exist in these languages 

anymore: abs, ac, apud, pratfer, usque, as well as ex, intro, into, andob, which are found as prefixes 

but not as prepositions. In the case of prepositions, I studied their development from Indo-

European to the Romance languages - I looked into their evolution and change, and how 

they replaced the nominal case system as it collapsed. I did not compare bare case clauses 

against prepositional clauses between the two authors or how each one of them constructed 

the sentences with them. I would like to do that at a later stage of my research. However, by 

casting a general glance at the way prepositions have survived through millennia, we can 

easily argue that the similarities between Hrotsvkha and Terence in this area are more the 

consequence of the language's evolution, than they are due to the success of the nun. 
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In Terence's Andria 

1. a 0 
2. abl4 
3. abs 8 
4. ac 13 
5. ad 58 
6. ant(e) 6 
7. apud* 7 
8. cum 17 
9. mecum 3 
10. tecum 2 
11. de 18 
12. ex 26 
13. in 85 
14. inter 21 
15. intro 5 
16. intif* 4 
17. juxta 0 
18. ob* 8 
19. per 63 
20. post 0 
21. prae 1 
22. praeter* 8 
23. pro 9 
24. propter 7 
25. sin- sine 2-3 
26. sub 0 
27. super 0 
28. ukra 0 
29. usque* 4 

Total of used prepositions 22 

Prepositions only used by Terence: 
abs, ac, apud, ex., intra, intu', ob, 

praetor, usque 

In Hrotsvitha's Cbalimachus 

1. a 11 
2. ab 11 
3. abs 0 
4. ac 0 
5. ad 31 
6. ante 1 
7. apud 0 
8. cum 4 
9. mecum 1 
10. tecum 1 
11. de 4 
12. ex 0 
13. in 44 
14. inter 1 
15. intro 0 
16. intu' 0 
17. juxta** 5 
18. ob 0 
19. per 23 
20. post** 3 
21. prae** 5 
22. praeter* 0 
23. pro 5 
24. propter** 1 
25. sin- sine 1-5 
26. sub**l 
27. super** 2 
28. ultra** 1 
29. usque 0 

Total of used prepositions 20 

Prepositions only used by 
Hrotsvitha in Calimachus: 
a, juxta, pest, sub, super, ultra 

In all Hrotsvitha's plays 

55 
184 
0 
10 
134 
8 
1 

49 
12 
13 
30 
34 

292 
1 
0 
0 
16 
4 
33 
10 
19 
0 
8 
3 

1-15 
16 
6 
14 
6 

Total of used prepositions 25 

Prepositions used by Terence but 
never used by Hrotsvitha in her 

plays: ok, intro, intu', praeter 

5.3. Infinitives 

Limitations of time and space do not allow me to go through each case thoroughly in 

this context, I present an overview of the subject, together with the conclusions I have come 

to, focusing on the issue of word order. I set out to look into the subject, assuming that 

infinitives can be defined with respect to a verb that I will call the governing verb (GV). 
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Subjects - which, as we know, in the case of an infinitive are in the accusative case, can be 

pre-posed or post-posed, as, of course, can be the Governing Verb. In all cases the verbal 

phrase can be made up of continuous or discontinuous elements. 

I also assume that some infinitives can be defined by both elements at the same time, 

in which case I define the construction as having a double marker. And, taking into account 

the facts discussed above about the Romance languages, I also predict that subjects can be a 

nominal phrase. I do not take into account whether or not any of the constituents is 

sentence final. The following chart shows the possible patterns and the number of instances 

of every pattern in each author. Patterns 1 to 12 are the ones I had predicted and 13 to 16 

are the non-predicted ones. 

1.- Accusative Subject + infinitive 
Terence 
20 

Hrotsvitha 
2 

2.- Accusative Subject + ....+• infinitive 
Terence 
31 

Hrotsvitha 
7 

3.- GV+ Infinitive 
Terence 
36 

Hrotsvitha 
20 

4.- GV+... +Infinitive 
Terence 
19 

Hrotsvitha 
7 

5.- Infinitive + GV 
Terence 
23 

Hrotsvitha 
13 

6.- Infinitive + + GV 
Terence 
7 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

7. Infinitive + AccS 
Terence 
8 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

8. Infinitive + ... + Acc.S 
Terence 
6 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
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9. Double marker with Ace. S 
Terence 
8 

Hrotsvitha 
3 

10. Double marker with Nom. S 
Terence 
4 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

12. Constructions with Nominative S 
Terence 
8 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

11. Constructions with indeclinable form as Subject 
Terence 
3 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

13.-GV+GV+.. . + Infinitive - The two GVs here m 
Terence 
0 

odify the infinitive 
Hrotsvitha 
2 

14.- GV+ Infinitive + Infinitive - The GV serves modify both infinitives. 
Terence 
2 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

15.- Accusative Subject Split by the infinitive 
Terence 
1 

Hrotsvitha 
0 

16. Implied or uncertain subject 
Terence 
14 
Total 194 

Hrotsvitha 
0 
54 

The first fact to take into consideration when making this type of statistics is the 

length of the works we are comparing. In the case of these two works we have 1003 lines in 

A ndria and 427 in Gdimuhus. We should then find a about 40% of the number of infinitives 

in the latter. However, we find only around 25%, as Terence constructs sentences witli 

infinitives 196 times while Hrotsvitha constructs sentences with only 54 infinitives in her 

Gdimzdms. This difference is not surprising if we take a look at the table above and see how 

limited the use of patterns is in Gdimuhs. 

1. Of the 54 infinitives in Calinzuhus, we find 17 present infinitives passive, 2 future 

infinitives passive and the remaining 35 are present infinitive active. Terence on the 

other hand constructs 19 sentences with perfect infinitive active, 2 with future 
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infinitives active, 34 with present infinitives passive of which three are archaic forms 

-all of which disappeared in the Romance languages- and the remaining 141 with 

present infinitive active. The chart illustrates these facts: 

Type of infinitive 
Present infinitive active 
Present infinitive passive 
Future infinitive active 
Future infinitive passive 
Perfect infinitive active 
Perfect infinitive passive 
Total 

Terence 
141 
34 
2 

19 

196 

Hrotsvitha 
35 
17 

2 

54 

2. Of all the instances of infinitive in Terence's Arxiria, there are 14 constructions with 

subject implied or uncertain; in Hrotsvitha's Calinvdous all the constructions are easily 

analyzed. 

3. From all the patterns found, there are 15 patterns constructed by Terence 8 of which 

we find repeated in Hrotsvitha. That is to say that she avoids, or, in any event, fails 

to use 7 of Terence's patterns. 

4. The two most used patterns in Hrotsvitha are 3 and 5, with 20 instances the former 

and 12 instances of the latter (from a total of 54 instances of infinitives in die whole 

play). Once we realize that pattern 3 is practically the universal pattern used with 

infinitives in the Romance languages, we can argue mat the frequent use by the nun 

was likely to have been more influenced by the emerging Romance languages of her 

time, than it was by that of Terence. Moreover, this pattern is not the most used in 

the pre-Christian audior, who constructs only 36 sentences with it. That is a big 

difference 20/54 vs. 36/196. As for pattern 5 —also used regularly until not long ago 

in Romance languages- the difference is 13/54 in Cdirrwhus vs. 23/196 in Andria, 

This clearly shows by what the nun was influenced. 
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5. There are no constructions with Nominative Subject in Cdvmadws while in Terence's 

Andriathis construction is found 8 times. 

6. Hrotsvitha never separates constituents if the GV or the S is post-posed. She 

postposes without separating and separates without altering the regular order of the 

Romance languages. This is exactly the same as we have seen when discussing 

possessive adjectives. 

7. The nun never postposes a Subject to an infinitive. 

As we can see in the case of infinitives too, Hrotsvitha was closer to the Romance 

languages constructions than to Terentian Latin. 

5.4. Conclusion 

As I mentioned before, this is a work in progress. I plan to go over the facts listed in 

this chapter and analyze them more closely in future work. Nonetheless, based on my 

findings, it is evident that elements such as time and place markers in Calimuhus are not as 

frequent as in Andriay because the narrative style and the dialogue construction are very 

different from one author to the other. The only closed category that has similarity between 

the two authors is the one of prepositions, the reason being the stability of these small 

particles. As for infinitival constructions, it has been seen that the patterns used by 

Hrotsvitha are closer to the Romance language patterns than the Terentian ones. The 

patterns from Terence which she seems to be successfully imitating are the ones still used 

today. 
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CHAPTER 6 - Further Research 

As stated in the previous chapters, this is a work in progress. There are many topics 

towards which I would like to direct my further studies. On the subject of possessive 

adjectives, we have seen in 2.1.3.2 that Hrotsvitha avoids using Pattern 2 (which is the 

universal pattern in modern Romance languages) in the accusative. Instead, the nun 

constructs her phrases using a genitive pronoun with an accusative head noun. It would be 

interesting to look into other texts of the same period to determine whether these 

constructions are a creation of Hrotsvitha, or a common feature of the language of her time. 

On tlie same topic, it has also been seen that in Italian the only way to distinguish a 

possessive adjective from a possessive pronoun is by word order, since they look exactly the 

same, although they have different functions. The questions that stem from this fact include: 

(a) - Was this the beginning of the fusion of possessive pronouns and adjectives in Early 

Italian? (b)- How long did the process take? and (c) - Why did it take place only in Italian? 

Another interesting aspect to research is the fact that for the ablative construction 

Terence uses prepositions more frequently than Hrotsvitha (2.12.3). The question to ask is 

whether Hrotsvitha was avoiding the prepositional construction because she was aware of its 

modernity (since we know that prepositional constructions ended up by totally replacing the 

bare case constructions as the language evolved). 

It has also been mentioned in 2.22.2 that, unlike Terence, Hrotsvitha never 

constructs a sentence with a possessive adjective without a noun. In my earlier discussion, I 

mentioned how strange this seems, since the modern Romance languages allow the use of 

possessive pronouns by themselves. Moreover, if we turn our attention to Italian syntax, the 

absence of this construction is even more peculiar (for the reasons stated above). Then one 

might ask why Hrotsvitha did not use this pattern. Was its use too widespread already? Did 
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she find it too modern too imitate Terence? For answers on this topic we should, again, look 

into the texts of the period and compare. 

On the matter of prepositions I did not compare bare-case constructions vs. 

prepositional constructions between the two authors or how each one of them constructed 

in both cases. Based on my following argument, I would like to further study the subject. 

The prepositional system taking over some of the functions of the nominal system; 

there was a period of redundancy, in which Hrotsvitha's life time falls, where case endings 

and prepositions were used at the same time. However, the prepositional constructions were 

not made up of nominal phrases widiout case marking: during many centuries the paradigms 

of the nominal system were such that they could not be avoided. i.e. there was not an 

invariant noun form that would fit everyone of the many syntactic functions as we know 

them today in most modem Indo-European languages. Already in Early Latin each 

preposition took one case -except for in, sub, subter, and super that could take accusative and 

ablative34. The best kept cases were the nominative, which functions as subject, the 

accusative, which functions as direct object, the dative, functioning as indirect object, and 

the genitive indicating possession. By the III century B.C all the other cases had begun to 

collapse. Of the eight cases reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European, six were still used in 

Qassical Latin (the ablative and instrumental having merged early in Italic). Ernout and 

Thomas explain that the vocative being just a call placed outside the phrase was left outside 

the series of cases, although in the end it was associated with the nominal case. Together the 

nominative and vocative made the group of otsus redi while all the others (accusative, dative, 

genitive, and ablative) made the group of casus oHkpa. While the former never act as 

complements, the latter always do. As we can see, even disregarding prepositions, there was 

3 4 cf.: Kennedy, B H-1976, 143 
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already more than one option to express the same idea within the bare-case construction. 

Boundaries in use of cases were not always fixed since there was some overlap in the 

functions of the cases; e.g, the ablative expressed duration and distance, as could the 

accusative. There was a genitive of quality as well as an ablative with the same function. The 

dative offered an alternative to the genitive of possession. The accusative of movement 

coexisted widi the ablative of separation. Finally, even the accusative and the nominative had 

some points in common, since the accusative of exclamation and absolute accusative were 

often very similar in use to nominatives35. 

This overlapping of functions occurred without the intervention of prepositions. 

However, at the same time, in this period of transition, prepositions were already in use to 

disambiguate case uses. With all this evolution taking place, and remembering that by the 

VIII* century the cases had been reduced to two, I would like to further study the texts 

contemporary to Hrotsvkha in order to better understand the nature of her usage of these 

types of constructions, thus putting me in an even better position to assess her relationship 

with Terence's in terms of style. 

As for infinitives, I would like to further study the importance of word order in 

Terence constructions. In chapter 3 it has been determined that the position of ul in the 

clause indicates different degrees of focus in the elements within that clause. Following this 

idea, I would like to explore the importance of word order in infinitival construction as a 

way of casting some more light on the matter of Latin word order, which has been until now 

claimed to be mosdy free. In this thesis, it has already been seen, although this was not its 

main objective, that Latin word order has its restrictions. By exploring this hypothesis, I 

would like to contribute to the better understanding of the evolution of Latin morphosyntax. 

" cf: Emout« Thomas: 1964 §7, §8, §9, §30,31,32 and §166 
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CHAPTER 7 - Conclusions 

In her Calimuhus, Hrotsvkha did not succeed in imitating her model, Terence. The 

influence of die syntax of die emerging Romance languages is so evident in die way she 

constructs her sentences diat one must look upon her Latin language as some sort of hybrid 

Neo-Latin dialect. 

In chapter 2, it was stated diat her construction of possessive nominal phrases is 

closer to those found in die Romance languages dian to diose found in Archaic Latin. I have 

demonstrated diat although she tries to imitate Terence, her linguistic awareness is not 

sufficient to allow her to succeed It has been seen diat she separates her possessive adjective 

from its head noun, but only keeping die Romance language order, and when she inverts die 

order, she keeps the two elements side by side. In odier words, she never separates 

constituents in an inverted order. When she separates constituents she never places diem 

further dian a constituent apart. She never uses a possessive adjective widiout its head noun, 

but she constructs possessive nominal phrases widi genitive pronouns (i.e., without agreeing 

in case with its head noun). She detaches herself even more from die Terentian style by 

attaching que to the possessive or to die noun before, akhough this construction is nowhere 

to be found in Terence's Andria. She also avoids die two most frequently used patterns 1 

{(.. .)MEUS N# # } and 2 {(.. .)MEUS N.. .# # }, both of diem the standard pattern for the 

modem Romance languages, widi die most frequent case-forms, nominative and accusative, 

probably because by her time they were already established as die standard patterns, 

akhough Terence also uses diem. 

The biggest coincidence between authors is die patterns they avoid using: Terence 

uses patterns 1 to 8; Hrotsvkha uses 1 to 6. This means that they coincide in six patterns, 

akhough the details of the context of usage are all different. The only one that coincides is in 
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the vocative case and, as pointed above, there are not many optional structures to address a 

person. 

In chapter 3, it was determined that although Hrotsvitha was well aware of all the 

semantic possibilities of die ut and the ut (.. )ne subordinating constructions, she did not 

dare or was not able to modify the word order as Terence used to do. It was also seen that 

she used mMus/rndla in certain negative contexts which are not to be found in similar use in 

A ndria. In addition, the verb within the ut constructions enjoys a much freer distribution. 

This freedom of the verb is not a sign of Hrtosvkha's success in imitating her model, but a 

characteristic of most Romance languages, which allow this type of construction, especially 

in poetry and in refined prose. 

In chapter 4 the discussion on division and development of scenes has also assessed 

the existing gap between the two authors. None of the elements analyzed in Hrotsvitha 

coincide with those of the Roman playwright, neither the lengdi of the play nor die division 

of scenes. Hrotsvkha's language, although still Latin, is very different from Terence's. The 

plot and die development of the scenes, the depiction of characters, etc. are all very far from 

Terentian conception. Gdimuhus' vocabulary is enormously reduced compared to Andria's, 

and it is filled with new Christian terms, and with words which, while they already existed in 

Terence's times, now have a new religious meaning. Although the nun copies some of the 

sentences exactly as in Terence, the overall result is far from the Roman playwright's style. In 

A ndria there is humor, variety of idiolects to better depict the social levels of the different 

characters, but in Qdimahus all exclamations sound like celestial ones. The confusing and 

amusing situations in Andria provoke laughter in the audience, while the dryness of the 

dialogues in Calimuhus leaves everyone untouched. 
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In chapter 5 it has been demonstrated that Hrotsvitha's narrative lacks the color and 

liveliness found in Aridria not only because she does not use colloquial language, but because 

there is no depth in the way she develops the story. We have seen that this fact is mostly 

evident for the absence of indeclinable time and place markers so frequent in Andria. This 

lack of colloquialisms, this inability to tell a story unfolding different layers of time, and the 

uniformity of characters speech leave the reader unable to feel any emotion and leave the 

play with no credibility or interest. Evidently, Hrotsvitha's play was intended to encourage 

Christian practices. 

As for prepositions it has been pointed out that the similarities between the two 

authors depend more on the stability of these small particles than the linguistic skills of the 

nun, since she uses only the ones that would survive in the Neo-Latin languages, and avoids 

the ones that have disappeared: ak, ac, apud, praeter, usque, and ex, tntno, into, and 6b (which are 

found as prefixes but not as prepositions in Spanish, Italian, French, and Portuguese). 

In the same chapter a general overview of the use and word order of infinitives also 

revealed that Hrotsvitha's syntax was much closer to that of the Romance languages than to 

that of Archaic Latin. As pointed out above, she uses present infinitive active 35 times out of 

54, not only because it was also the most used type of infinitive by Terence, but because it is 

the only surviving infinitive in the Romance languages. As for the patterns she uses, we 

established that the two most frequent ones in Hrotsvitha are those of category 3 and 5. 

When we realize that pattern 3 is practically the universal pattern used with infinitives in the 

Romance languages, we can argue that its frequent use by in Calimtdous was more influenced 

by the language of Hrotsvitha's times than by Terence. 

As I mentioned before, this is a work in progress. I plan to go over the facts listed in 

unit 6 in order to study them more closely. Nonetheless, based on my findings I can say 
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without doubt that I agree with Arthur J. Roberts who said "Terence and Hroswitha both 

wrote plays, each wrote six, and there the similarity ends"36 

I cannot say that Hrotsvitha succeed in imitating her model but I can very well say 

that she used Latin lexicon and morphology mixed with Romance syntax. I would like to 

conclude this agument with my last thought: If Hrotsvidia had not mentioned in her preface 

to her plays that she was imitating Terence, nobody would have ever thought of connecting 

the two authors in order to find similarities. 

'6 Roberts: J ched in Tarr 2004:55 
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